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CHli.I'TER I 

DTT?:.OD[JCTIOU 

l. In 1964, the base year adopted in the present str1.d.;y for reasons of 

statL;-tical and analytical convenience, the fourteen countries of the 

\vest Afrh:an sut-rE:ogion irnported over 146,000 metric tons of textilesp 

Of the import;::: of manufaotur-i'Jd. textiles about 12,000 m., tons served as 

intermedia·te lnp;.::.ts in "tl.te textile industries, 1iradi tior ... al and modern, 

of t:!J.e sub~·::.·egiouo The gl'O:.-:s output of ·t;l.:te sub--region amounted to 

41,000 m ~ tons, and net of the imported iuputs of manufactured tG.xtiles, 

the su·b-regional output is eutimated at 29 1 500 n1etric tons.. The imoorts 

accounted for a c.i.f. value of US i 297 million. 

2. The present study is concerned 1vi th an analysis of the -:mrrerAt 

structure of the market and a b1·oacl analy2is of consumption patterns 

as these have evolved over 1951 to 1966 (Chapter II)a Chapters III, 

IV, V, VI, and VII are de·1oted te, a country---:'iise statement of the sizable 

industrial compJ.ex as it has e~1olved upto mid-1966 in terms of exlsting 

structures, and. to an nssessmcm.t of the results attained in a number of 

areas : Numler of urd ts, their equipmeu.t, emplo;yment a:t:.d output~ rna:.~~ 

machine ratios. :' .n' v.~ ·.- -J.:i Jevels in relation to the levels of 

l t . tl-. r'l +' ... ; . l 0 !'' . t t ;] emp oyee remunera lou; mE. L.Ov s o_ ..~.J..nanclng 1 vo._ume lnves men anu 

levels of capital costs~ and other factors involved in the operation of 

textile industries. lfhere indica ted, the analyses vri thin the sub--region 

have been juxtaposeC. vdth one another and with international experience" 

Chapter VIII poses the rationale of rapid import substitution within a 

structu:re of viable costs and this is related in Chapter IX to the 

imperative need for a sub--regional orientation if import--su.bsti tution is 

to assume the largest scale. Chapter X prcvldes an e.xeroise in demand 

projections upto 1980 for the total textile supply and its major components, 

This is done in a sub-regional framework of textile development (Chapter XI)c 

Chapter XII contains estimates of capital required7 equipment and the 

implications of the proposed development in terms of the needs of personnel~ 

Chapter XII, the final chapter 1 sue;gests one manc.er of di.stri buting te.x t:Ue 

capacities in the context of the 1980 market, 
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CH.L'>.PTER li 

THS T&TIL = SITUA'I'ILN DT 1ri:ES·r AfRIC1c - AN OV1~h--il.LL VIEVJ 

Main Suppliers and thE? Intar--relation~hips in their Contributions 

3" The currer..t st:cuQture of the market for textiles (almost wholly 

textiles directed to l)er;;;..:mal consu;nption) has four mai.n categories., 

Imports of manufactured. textiles - Jrarn~ cJ oth 9 articles of clothing 

(including sec0nd-hand clothing) '..1l1d kni twear 7 accessories of clothing 

made of textiles ~nd a miscellan1ety of other person~l items - exceeded 

146,000 m. tons in 1964. Indust~ies, modern and traditional, produced 

and processed 1ii thin the sub-rez;ion 41,000 metric tons. Ho"l"rever, a 

large part-· 11~800 m,, tons- of the home-based ::Jutput involved a fur~~J."~ 

manufacturing operation, "\vhethe.r weaving or kni t:ting or tOi-J"el--making o.r 

blallket >-reaving or the printing of grey cloth -vrhich was based OL imported 

manufactured articles 5 yarn and fabric" Iu the net result~ only 29 5 500 

m. tons of textiles <rere wholly manufactured by the textile industries 5 

modern and traditional, within the sub-region. The ~raditional haud

weavers1 based on handspur:. yarn produced in mauy Hest Africar. countries, 

supplied some 30 per cent of the supply ma;mfa0tu.red entirely at home. 

The balance comp~ised the contribution, as defined; of the modern .sector -

composite spinning anrl weaving mills ueually integra ted >-J"i th some 

measure of (,leaching, dyeing) printing and finishing capacity, knitters, 

towel and blanket mak5rs, ~nd some other textile industries org<.:1....YJ..izod 

on a modern industrial basis,. 

4o Table 2~1 sets out the inter-relationships involved between the 

various sourc~s of supply. 
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Sources of Supply of Textiles: Inter-relations Assessed for 1964 

Source from Output in Output by Output in the Total 
which manu- Traditional sectors other Composite Manufactured 
faotU!ed inputs Sector than composite mill sector Textiles 
are derived mills 

(l) (22 {32 ~42 ~2+3+4} 
Traditional Sector 8,845 nil nil ,845 m.tons 
Imports 5,755 4,484 1,550 11,789 II 

Moder:n,S~ctor 760 2,190 17,392 20, 64~ II 

A.Total Output 
in Sub-region 15,660 6,674 18,942 41,276 II 

B.Contribution of 5,755 4,484 1,550 11,789 II 

Impts. 
C.Output Net of Iwporta 

(A-R) in Sub-region 91 905 2,190 17' 392 29,487 " 
Sources: National import statistics and analyses undertaken, country-wise and 

sector-wise, in the text. All figures are in metric tons. 

In other words, the total demand for textiles in 1964 ( a year which is 

regarded as broadly representative1/ of the 1963 to 1965 textile 

situation) can be set out in terms of the following alternatives:-

(a) Output in the sub-region + net imports, 

i.e., 41,276 + (146,275- 11,789) metric tons~ 175,762 m.tons or 

(b) Imports into the sub-region plus output in the sub-region net 

of imports, i.e., 146,275 + (41,276- 11,789)" 175,762 m. tons. 

5. Looked at in one way, the sub-regional production thus comes to 

23.5 per cent of the total needs of the market. Defined along a stricter 

concept - and both concepts have their relevance and validity as will 

pe s~Bn in the Chapters to follow - the contribution of sub-regional 

outpUct is a more modest figure, 16.78 per cent. 

6. It will also be seen from Table 2.1 that the traditional sector 

is of considerable significance both as buyer of manufactured textile 

inputs (i.e. yarn) and as producer of textiles. In 1964, it is estimated 

]J In terms of over-all dcr:t:.nd. 
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to have contributed abovt 38 per cent of the final output of textiles, 

compared to the share, 46 per cent, of composite mills, and 16 per cent 

produced by .l:..ni tters, blanl~et and. towel makers, and exclusive printers 

on the one hand and non-personal uses (such as manufactt~e of bicycle 

tyre-cord and fishing nets), on the other. On the other hand, it is also 

clear that 42 per cent of its input of yarn is derived from mar..ufacturing 

industries, whether located i'1 the sub-region or in the exporting 

countries. 

1· The converse of the above pr')pOsition is that·the modern spinning 

and weaving sector is a producer of f·inal output (cloth for ·the consume'r) 

as well as a producer of intermediate inputs (yarn for har..d-weavers, 

knit-ters and others, as l•iell as grey cloth for the sector which is solely 

engaged· in the bleaching2 dyeing, printing and finishing (;l,Otivities)~ 

As of now the latter role is small, only 2~952 mo tons out of a total 

output of 201 642 m~ tons~ :But in as much as ir.1ports are only a modern 

sector located abroad, their currer..t volullle (11,789 m.tons).affords 

an indication of the fact tha,t in ar..y·major programme of import

substitution,· the role of the spinning, w·eaving and finishing sector 

as a producer of .f?J.~~l output will have to be proportior..ally lower than 

the current level. 

The Role of ~!!!.P.£.~~-~ 

8. 'The role of imports is larger in the total textile supply of 

West Africa than is b.dioated by calculations based in tonnage. In the 

first place 1 the yardage per unit of v-reight is larger - around 8,968 
sq. yards per metric ton based on trade statistics - compared to production 

in the: sub-region., In the second place, the role of exports in total 

consumer expenditure in clothing is at least twice as large as the c.i.f. 

value of imports 9 around US $ 297 million in 1964, v-rhich in turn accounts 

for between 15 to 20 per cent of the total value of imports in most 

countries of the Dub-region. In the third place, and this needs to be 

indicated separately although its impact is recorded in the total c.i.fo 

value, imports are comprised of the higher quality, higher price products 

compared to the ourrent types of production in the sub-region., 
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9. Imports of textiles, defined in the net sense indicated earlier, 

however, vary in the size of their role from one country to another. 

It is smaller in the ca·se of the four countries vii th a modern textile 

sector in 1964 -Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Senegal and Ghana1/- and larger 

in others. I~ the other ten countries -with the exception of Mali and 

Upper Volta, which have fair-sized traditional sectors - the extent of 

reliance reaches totality or near-totality. 

The Market for 'Personal' Textiles 

10. The size of the 07::::r·· :.2.1 :J:,r}:'~ t nc;e:Cs to bu t:.l<h . ..tdod d.m:nw;U'dS in· 

order to arri~e at a realistic assessment of the market for personal 

textiles. 

ll. In the first place, the volume of imports is expressed as 1yarn 1 

tonnage and in terms of fabric tonnage, and after making various adjust

ments for wastage involved in the conversion of yarns into different 

classes of fabric, the imported tonnage would come to 142,814 m. tons. 

12. The net output in the industries of the sub-region, modern and 

traditional, is already expressed as 1fabric 1 tonnage and does not cal~. 

for any similar downward adjustment. 

13. Two further adjustments need to be made. In the first place an 

allowance of 2, 500 m8 tons is made,. on a necessarily ad hoc basis, for 
. . ' 

items like sewing thread which do not become fabric per se, and other 

items which are not a part of the market for personal textiles at all. 

The second adjustment is of a different kind and concerns blankets. 

In view of their special characteristics in the matter of weight per unit 

and the kind of yarn which goes into the makiLg up of the largest part 

of the weight of a blanket, it is felt that these too should be considered 

separately. The imports of blankets came to 4,158 m. tons, and the output 

of blankets in the sub-regio~ came to 1,369 m. tons out of which only 

100 m. tons were inputs arising from within the sub-region. The resulting 

arithmetic is sur;:::l:·vrizod below:-

1J The modern s.;;ctor in Gb.na kxtilo indus.trics wc,s entirely bas_E;::d 
on imported· ·;yo.rns in 1964. · 
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A. Volume of imports expressed as yarn 1461 275 m. tons 

B. Volume of imports expressed as fabric 

c. Net output in the sub-region 

D. 

E. 

Ad hoc allowance for items of non-personal 
use and items like sewing thread etc. which 
do not eventually become fabriQ 
(Imports, lOOOm.tons; sub-regional 
industry, 1,500 m.tons) 

Allowance for· the •·might of blankets 

(i) imports of blankets as blankets 

(ii) Imports of yarn for blankets 
made in the sub-regio4 

(iii) Sub-regional yarn used i~ 
the making of blankets 

l, 269 

100 

F. Market for personal textiles (B+C - D) 
G. Market for personal textiles (after 

allowing for blankets) to be considered 
on a yardage basis (F - E) 

142,814 

29,487 

5,527 
169, 8c::.. 

" 
" 

II 

" 
" 

14. The market for personal textiles other than blankets made in 

factories is converted below into yardage. Imports are converted on the 

basis of averages deriv~d from trade data, with the obvious exception 

of yarn imports. Hand-weaving output of yarn is converted on the basis 

of 5,800 sq.yards to a metric ton, becau~e the fabrics tend to be heavier. 

(The country analyses provide examples). The rest of the sub-regional 

output is converted on the basis of 8,000 sq. yards to a metric ton on 

the basis of current experience in the industries of the sub-region. 

TABLE 2.2 

Conversicn of T·<vxtile Tonn::cg~..;. !:!1to Y:,rd::,ge (m. sq.;yds.), 19.§5~ 

Textile tonnage Basis of Con
directed to per- version(sq.yds. 
·sonal uses (m.tons)to a metric ton) 

1. Imports of cloth, clothing 
and yarn and cloth used 
for further manufacture 136,387 9,000 

2. Output of handwoven fabrics 
(based on handspun yar.n) 

3. Output of fabrics wholly based 

8,845 

on the modern sector 19,042 

4. Total output of fabrics (1+2+3) 164,274 

Source: See text. 

5,800 

8,ooo 

Textile 
supply in 
Million yards 

1,227 

51 

152 

1,430 
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15. In other words,. 95.36 million inhabitants of the sub-region had 

a total supply of cloth available to them of the order of 1,430 million 

square yards or 14.99 sq.yards or 10.33 sq. metres per inhabitant. 

(See Table 2.4 for a slightly lower version, arising out of rounding 

of figures and statistical discrepancies). 

16. Of the total supply of 1,430 million square yards, it is possible 

to estimate directly that around 1,158 m. sq. yds. were direotly imported 

either as cloth or as clothing and accessories, or knitwear. Some 69 

million square yards were imported in the basic form of yarn and the output 

of fabrics entirely manufactured in the sub-region was of the order of 

152 million yards for the modern sector taken as a whole, and 51 million 

square yards for the hf;U'ld.-•;ror~ving sector. In addition, the- import of greys 

for printing and finishing accounted for 20 million sq.- yds·~ from the 

import of fabrics. Thus, the gross output of fabrics in the sub-region 

came in 1964 to about 292 m. square yards derived from the following 

sources:-

Hand-vroaving se;otor 

Exclusively printing plants 

Output of composite mills 

Output of knitters, towel makers 

Wastage & statistical discrepancy 

The Compoai tion of Imports 

. 102 m. sq yds. 

20 

152 

16 

2 

II 

It 

" 
" 

17. The import of 1,158 million yards in the form of cloth, olothing 

and knitwear took the following main forms a-

-O.Otton yardage 697 m. sq. yds. 

Woollen yardage 7 II 

.. Towels ... 40 II . 
' 

Table and household linen 34 II 

Fabrics of man-made fibres 176 " 
Imports of clothing, hosiery 

and seoond-hand clothing 204 II 
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18. Of the cotton yardage between 280 to 300 m. sq. yards were iJ:nported. 

as final products; and some 20 million square yards w~re grey cloth 

imported for printing. While the figure is necessarily _imprecise, another 

75-80 million square yards were prints on imported man-made :f'abrioa·. 

A further 12 million yards of cotton cloth produced in the sub-region 

ware also printed. In other wor~s, the total market for prints is pla~ad 

in 1964 at 400 million square yards, with a margin of upto 20 million 

square yards on either side.· 

19. It is not possible always to sort out the figures of import of 

S8CO:o.d-hr.nd clothing sql:>r·~toly, bat tho figure could nell be in the rrmge 

of' 60 to 70 million square yards. Over-al;!. knitwear ir:~:ports are. placed 

i:n"'the neighbourhood of 30-40 mi~lion squal:'e yards, and over-all imports 

of new· clothil'ig and acoessories are placed .betwear. 80 to 90 millio~: square 

yards. 

Fibre-distribution of.the Market 

20. A distribution of the market according to fibres is complicated 

by the fact that a number of items are covered only as a generic class, 

or are indicated in the form of mixed.· fabrics -vri th a particular percentage 

of a particular fibre ~s the upper limit. Nonetheless the following table 

attempts a broad distribution of the market according to fibres. The 

basis used for imports is the somewhat.larger, more embracing one rather 

than the more limited concept of a market for personal ta.x:tile.s. 

TABLE 2.3 
Distribution 0f the TotaL liarkot in Terlll.S of ~..i~ 

{In Metrit' tens) 
Rayon and othe.r 

Cottoa Wool Ma:n-mada fibres Total 

1 •. Imports 108,573 5,12! 32,608 146,308 
2. ill_ output in 

the sub-region 221231 220 nil 22z~81 
3. TOTAL 137,810 5,377 32,608 175,795 

(78.39%) (3.0ff%) (18.55%) (100.0~) 
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21. It is further believed that more than 80 per oent of the rayon 

and other mand-made fibres group consists of rayon, mostly viscose, and 

the greater part of the latter consists of spun rayon fabrics. The 

non-rayon group consists, in that rough order, of polyamide fibres such 

as Nylon or polyester fibres such as. 'Terylene '· 

The size of country-markets and levelp of per caput consumption 

22~ The table ·on the next page presents an analysis of ~he siz<e of 

individual countrY.-markets,.various sources ~f s~pply contributi~ to 

the market and the levels of per capu't consumption or availability in 

1964. Once again the analysis, to the extent possible, is in term~ ?f 

the market for wersonal textiles. 



E 
I 

P~. e 

Cuuntry 

Ni~;seria 

Ivory 
Co;:;'st 

Senegal 

Ghana 
(1962) 

Uuinea 
(1962) 

Mali 
(1963) 

Togo 

Uyf•er 
Volta 
Niger 

Dahomey 

Gambia 

Sierra 
Leone 
Ma:..J.ritania 

/L..!9 Ti~3L.S 2 .. 4 
81.:.:,.:~ 'J.i. '<:1J.1:1tc-y-Lurk0ts c:,nd Per ();7~,ut .\.vail1:1bility o.L I's:xtile~ ior h:lrsonal Use 1964 ··---·-....--··-- ---t~ ' ----~ . .,________ --- -.<.. ---·-

___ _JJ~ll fi 1,u!fs exce vt t11o~e indicate_§._ otl~-Th;e, < ... re in metric tom; l 
Iviod.ern 'l1radi- .Jl]xyorts-a Net Net ~liodern Tradi-· Less Total Popu- Level Net 

Imports tor tional avail- imports sector tional exyorts lation of per 
Est .Lever-· 
of per 
caput sector· ability lass sector (1964) caput 

· (Gross Ou~put) 

41,209 15,305 8,500 •• 65,014 

171808 4,312 825 800 22,145 

11,036 2., 150 800 300 13,686 

19,020 1,870 900 •• 21,790 

4,796 nil :N.A.· •• . 4, 796 

6,701 nil 2,635 .. 9,336 

' 3, 439 nil N.A. . •"': 3,439 

3,314 nil 2.,000 •• 5,314 

5,022 nil . 1;:- .A. •• 5,022 

2,211 nil · N .a. •• 2,211 

• 1;174 nil N.A. • • 1,174 

7,132 nil N.A. . .•. 7,132 

98. nil ' N o.<>.o •• 98 

blankets mill. 
------- m. sq. yards 

371 122 55 548 56.28 

160 34 5 6 193 3. 74 

99 17 5 2 119 3-39 
171 15 6 192 7-54 

43 nil N.A. 43 3·39 

60 nil 17 77 4.47 

31 nil N.A. 31 1.60 

30 nil 13 43 4.67 

45 nil N-.'1.. 45 3.17 

20 nil N.A. 20 2.31 

11 nil N.A. 11 0.31 

64 nil N.A. 64 2.66 

1 nil N.A. 1 o. 73 

oonsu.. consu
mption mption 
of tex- expenditure 
tiles in 1964 
sq.yds. $ 

9· 74 60 

51.60 166 

35.10 177 

.46 152 

12.68 64 

17.23 62 

19.38 76 

9-21 

14.20 73 

8.66 62 

35·48 69 

24.06 63 

13.70 103 

Liberia 3,407 nil N.A. . •• 3,407 31 nil N.A. 31 1.04 29.81 

14.88 

102 
0_9.63) 

126,367 23,637 15,660 164,56_4_),,_lli __ ]._~_()__ 101 1,416 95.30 

§/t. Estimates 

N. '. Not U.Vi.iilable but believed to be small 
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(i) Blankets and materials for the manufacture of those are 

excluded throughout. 

(ii) Yarn directed to other no~-personal uses is excluded from the 

output of the modern sector. This allowance occurs to the 

tune of 1,450 m. tons in the case of Nigeria and 50 m. tons 

in the case of Senegal. 

(iii) The output of the traditional sector is presented in 

accordance with available country-wise information as 

processed in country analyses in subsequent Chapters. 

(iv) Yardages are calculated on the following basis:

(a) modern sector" e,ooo sq. yds. to a metric to~; 

(b) traditional sector, 6,513 sq. yds. to a metric to~, 

based on the over~all, results est~blished earliGr; end 

(c) net imports, 9,000 sq.yds. to a metric ton. 

(v) 1964 population estimates are presented on the ~asia of 

studies by the Demographic Section of the ECA; and levels of 

per caput consumption expenditure relate to 1965 and are 

established as a working base for studies for the Niamey 

meeting. 

(vi) The level of per caput consumption should be treated as a 

range within, say, + 5 per cent 

(vii) Basic import tonnages for eight countries- Seuegal, Mali, 

Mauritania, Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Dahomey, Wiger and 

Togo - were derived from "Compendium des Statistiques du 

Commeroe Exterieur des Pays Africains et Malgache en 196411 

issued by Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes 

Eoonomiques, February 1966. For other countries, national 

import statistics have been used, except when these were not 

available. In the case of the Gambia, tonnages were derived 

on the basis of average prices. Statistical gaps have been 
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bridged, when necossary1 with the help of compara.ble (laJ;.ai,~ u~:~u~J.ly 

from Nigeria. 

(viii)In the case of Mali, Liberia and Guinea, the use of an earlier 

year is rendered J.mperative by q~r D.-availability of 1964 statis.tics. 

However, in the case of G~~ana 1964 statistics have not been used, 

because the 1964 volume of imports ~rras a fraction of th:e normal 

level due to austerity measures forced on the country during 

that period,. The 1962 figures are used because they are a fairer 

representation of the ovc;r--::-all .;(L~~.le cl tua,tio:-1 in Gh~·na 1 a'1.d thi·s 

is in general borno out by the import statistics i'-'r 1965 o 

23. Several propositions ,c:..78tc:1lJi'ze from T8-blo 2.4. 

24o Firstly, ~imports are the major source. ·Of textile supplies in every 

country •. ._The presence of a mo~ern .sector .. i.n. actual operation .:was confined 

in 1964 to the four largE;~t mar~ets -· N~.ge.r~.a, Ivory Coast, Senegal 

and Ghana. (Up t<?. the middle of 1966, hvo more countries, Guinea and . . . ' .. .. ~ 

Togo, had actually started operation and four more countries -- Mali, . ,. 
Niger, Upper Volta and Dahori1.ey had firm projects in hai:.d, in the main 

composite' sect~'r or the printing and finishing activity)~ 

25. Second,ly, most country-wise markets .are smalL Thus,._ ten coun~ry-

markets vary between 1 and 77 million sq. yards of annua.l consumption 

of personal textiles (other thalJ. blan.'kets). Three oth·3rs a::e to be. found 

in the range of 119 to 193 musqoyards~ Nigeria alone consti tu·t;es a market . . ' 

of any reasonable size, 548 'Jo sq. yards, although this too ,is a 

proposition which nee~s t;o be severely qualified, as uill be seen in the 

course of the Chapter dealing with the r'ationale of rapid irnport-

substi tution.. Al ternati velj' 1 the Nigerian na tio~al market is bigger than 

the next three national markets, Ivory Coast, Senegal and Ghana~ And 

these four countries take:-1 together, arE: a larger aggregate than the 

other ten countries of the sub-region put together. 

26o ·Thirdly, le>;els of per caput availability vary vastly among the 

countries of tho sub-region, from less than 10 sq., ya.rds for Dahomey, 
' ' ' 

Upper Volta, and Nigeria at th::..: lov1er end of the distribution to between 
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30 to 52 yards in the case of Liberia, Senegal and IvOY'J Coasto 

However, in appraising the levels of per caput consumption, the figures 

of two countr1es should be regsrded rd th special cautione In the case 

of Mauritania direct in:ports are known to be a fraction of the real imports, 

and a ~onsiderab~e. :ua~tJ.ty ~-t: fact is bro~'ht in_ by consumers w~en 
return lug frctJ v J.SJ -c~ ·;o 1\hll al-~cl Senegal.-~ Ir ·tue case of G3.lllbla, it 

has been reported p3:rhaps half the quantity :ilnported eve:>1tually gets 

smuggled intc senc'gaL 

27. In a less pervasive sense, this happens in many other countries g/ 
of the s:u.b.-regic'.1, and the fugures of per caput availability a:L"e surrounded 

by a penumbrg, of inexactitudeo 

]} In a study of the trade patterns of Iviauritania in 1959 7 it vras pointed 
out that of the total imports of 1,073 million CFA francs only 408 
million CFA frR.l1C3 were recorded as direct imports; 288 million CFA f:r .... cs 
were accounted for ·by m:prJrt--import houses and the balance of 377 
million CFA francs >1'as acoount.:1d for by pu.rchases of Mauri taniar. consumers 
returning from visits to Senegal and Mali. See B.C.E.A,O. 11 Contributhms 
a 1 1 Etude des Echanges b'x:-tPrieurs des Eta ts de 1 1 Afrique de l 1 Ouest;, 
April ;t963, So9,tion .on Hau:rita3:ia, p, 20 et seq. 

• :. : ~ ; . ·. J '" _,_) 

:?} The study by BcCcE.A.O., cited in the above footnote, quotes several 
examples related -r:o textiles: 

c:mtrabaml imports :i.nto Togo 1'l"ere placed at 500 m~ tons" (p. 3) 
In 1958J· Senegal statistlcs sho1ved imports of 6 m. CFA francs 
from Gambia~ G&mbian 8tatistios showed exports of 58 m.CFA franosc 
(pp. 20-21) 

(iii) I~ 1960, it was estimated 
came into the Ivory Coast 

(iv) In 1959, it ~-ras estiraated 

that 
from 
that 

. fabrics came into Dahomey from 

1,700 m~tons of contraband 
Ghana. (pp.l4-·15) 
1,560 m.tons of contraband 
Ghar.a aY:.d. Togo.. ( p o 12) • 

fabrics 

The above examples do not exhaust the list but are indicative of the 
wide-spread unofficial shifts of textiles from one country into another. 
(The page references refer to the relevant sections on each country into 
which the contraband imports came)~ 
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28. Ho·~revt:n·, within the limits set by the above uncertainties some 

bread relationzhips can be observed in relation to the cour...try-wise levels 

of per caput availabil:i.-'.;y ~ Countries with a cold climate, either during 

a part of the yclar (such as Senegal) or during a part of the day (late 

evenings or nights) such a.s MaJ.i) tend to have a higher rate of per caput 

consumption than oour.tries 1trhere the heat does not relent. 

29, Levels of income per· caput (or het'ter still, levels of total 

co::1.svr.r9tion e:x::;::;enditlll'e per oaput as is done in '.rable 2.4), have a powerful 

impa,et on tllE- level of per caput conswnption, as ~nay be seen below: 

___ ...._ __________ ~-.. ---------=· ·~-----·z· 
"""~~:-::::~~'\~~iii~~--

Rank oi' com:.tr;y· 
accoru.ing to lcwel 
of per capet e:xpsndi-
ture 0:'.'1 tctal COJ:J.-

sumption ! "'X n lud i no" \ '-"~· .._., -- 0 

Gamoia & Ivld.uri t:.u:.ia) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 11 12 

C:orrespondi11g rank of 
country in the lsvel 
of per caput consunro-
tion of cloth (l!lxcl~d- 2 1 4 3 6 8 9 5 7 12 10 ll 
ing Gambia & T.vl~uritania) 

30. Likewise. J 24 relationsh:i.I) can be seen in the level of urbanization in 

a cour~try and th·? leYel of per caput consumption of textileso This is 

demonstrated below: 

Rank of country according 
to per caput consumption 
of cloth (excluding Gambia 
and :Mauritania) 

---------,----~---

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 a 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Proportion of population 
resident in urban areas 
( tov.ms with populatio'·
of more than 209 000)in 
particular country 

7o 
7o0 

22o5 
7~9 

12.3 
7"1 
5~9 
4~c 7 
L3 
6 .. 6 

14c0 
3ol 
8~3 
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31. Each of the relationships indicated is present in the West 

African textile situation, as are others of a less quantifiable character, 

but the whole complex of factors can be summed in a single proposition 

which is worked out in the next section, viz., that the quantitative 

response, as expressed in per caput consumption of textiles, to income 

rises has tended to slow down in the West African sub-region as a whole 

in the last seven to ten years. 

Rate of Growth in Consumption of Textiles 

32. In the absence of a bruakdown for the years prior to 1964, it is 

difficult to make precise comparisons with the estimates presented. 

However, there can be little doubt that since 1955 the rate of growth 

of the total market has slovred dovm considerably compared to the period 

prior to 1955. This is demonstrated in the data on availability of fibres 

for home consumption compiled by the F.A.O., which however, do not 

include the fi~re equivalent of either imports of clothing, knitwear, 

etc., or of the handspun portion of the output in the traditional sector. 

TABLE 2.5 

~va~lability of Fibres for Home Consumption in th8 Sub~~gion 

Availability of 
fibres (m, tons) 

Index 

1951 

61,880 

100 

1955 

104,170 

168 

1961 

116,520 

188 

Source: FAO, Per Caput Fibre· Consumption Levels, 1948 to 1958. 
FAO, Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and 

Statistics, April 1964. 

33. It might be mentioned that the FAO data do not go beyond 1962, a 

year in which availability as measured by them was lower (100,770 m. tons) 

compared to the data for 1961 used in the analysis above. It should also 

be noted that imports of o·~othing and knitwear have been forming a growing 

part of the total imports into the sub-region. Nonetheless, there cannot 
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be any doubt that the growth of total textile consumption has 

drastically slowed dovm in the period 1955 to 1961, compared to the 

period.l951-55· 

34~ The nlowing dmm in the over-all rate can be· consiclored in two 

senses: one, as a sort of temporary saturation at a comparatively low 

ievel of over-all .lE.:r c2.put · '"-v~1ilabiii ty, as has happonud in- reo\Jnt~ yee,rs 

in countries like India: and two, in the context of the West African 

sub-region (where the estimated compQunded rate. o.f growth of .gross domestic 

product, in 1960-65, has been 4.9 per cent) it can also be regarded,as 

the consumer's choice of priorities in a different balance of emphases 

from what he used earlier, This is illustrated below with referer::ce to 

official estimates (in 1957 prices) of consumer expemliture in Nigeria, 

over the period 1954 to 19607 which reflect the experience of a country 

where in 1964 the estimate of per caput consumption is less than 10 square 

:'"ards. 

TABLE 2.6 

C~~s~~E--fxP~pd~~ur~~~: Total and Individual Items 2 1959-1960 
J~~~2l-P!icesL · 

l. T.o'J:i.al eonsl,liiler exp~ndi
ture in Nigeria (m.~) 
Index 

·2. Consumer Expenditure 
on food (m.:;) 
Index 

3o Expenditure on all non
foocl items (m.J..) 
Index 

4o Expenditure on clothing 
(m~l,) · 

Index 

5Q Expenditure on education 
(mol.) 

'Index 

6 .. Expenditure on durables 
fn .. b) ' . 

I11.dex 

·"·i950 .. 

608 
100 

470 
100 

138 
100 

49 
100 

8 
100 

10 
100 

771 
127 

572 
·122 

200 
1:45 

71 
145 

10 
129 

18 
177 

' "'-··· 
811 
133 

568 
··121 

243 
175' 

77 
157 

15 
197 

19 
185 

....... 

865 
142 

601 
128 

74 
150 

20 
253 

32 
310 

Sot!.~: Nigeria!'. Off~_cial Statistics. The indices have been worked out. 
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35. The strength of the newer claims en the consumer's franc,, 

shilling or dollar, and the comparative weakness of the claim clothing 

has been able to make, is summarized dramatically in the fact that if 

the 1954 situation is regarded as 100, the 1960 position appears as 

follows:-

Total consumer 
expenditure 

Food expenditure 

1960 
(1954 - 100) 

112.13 

105.12 
Non-food expenditure 132,.18 

Expenditure on education 196.04 

Expenditure on durables 174.59 
Expenditure on clothing 103.80 

Source: Based on official statistics 

Percentage 
change between 
1954 and 1960 

+ 12.13 

+ 96.04 

+ 74.59 
+ 3.80 

Index of 
change 
(change in 
total consumer 
expenditure = 100.) 

100 

792 
615 

31 
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CHAPTER III 

TEXTILE INDUSTRIES IN NIGERIA 

36. The textile industries of :Nigeria are the single largest complex 

of their kind among the couLltl'ies of the West African sub-region, 

notwithstand~ng the fact that their output falls considerably short 

of the total Nigerian dema':'ld for textiles. 

37. At one end, thG complex ~:omprises of w·eavers working or. traditional 
- ·~ ,,. """' . 

handTooni.s who 'use both hands pun and factory-made yarn. At the <;>,ther and 

larger end, the complex consist's of modern ,industries, ofte.n · orgali'ized 

on a highly capi:;;al intensj,ve; basis~ The modern part of the ·COJDplex, 
. ' 

in turn, covers various categories and sub...;categories indicated, below., 
t ' . 

38. Itt the first.place~ a number of units are more o:t l:ess.hortzontally 

orga:niz~d, and 2-S such, COver only a feW of the various processes Which 

textile industries involve"' 
r ,_ , ,i . :· . 

Thus, some of the units are exclusively . 
spinners~~ or doublers, or ~reavers or dyers or print~r.f:? ... 

I, ! --;-·. - ' : • ... : . 
. ... J;Jl. ::U:t~. 13econQ. place, tn.e largest part ·~f the 1ndustry consists of 

vertically integrated units which start with spinning, go through weaving 

and end the manufactu:::-ing precess with various types of finishing, 

except where the nature of the f:ina.l demand (as in the case of grey bafts) 

precludes or li~ito the ~1ount of finishing required~ 

40. Three further specific groups can be perceivedQ 

41. The knitting indust:t'y, the first of these., in turn, is made up 

of a sizable number of units working either on a homecraft or small 

industry basis; knitting factories 7 knitting carried on as an adjunct 

to textile mills or doubling u:ni ts; and finally, the mar.ufacturers of 

singlets and other prod.ucts from fabric, who more validly belong to the 

ranks of the clothing industry. 

42. Blanket manufacturars, using tubular waste yarns as principal raw 

material5 use syec.i<.ui~ed· Gq_L:.~.pment which cannot be diverted to the 

production of other textile products, and as such comprise a distinct 

categoryo 
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43. Finally, towel manufacturers are also a further specific category~ 

44• Two other groups of factories - clothing manufacturers and a 

miscellaneous group containing of mar;.ufacturers of badges, tarpaulins 

and can.J~s covers, bed and table linen, sv.rgical gauze and carpets .;... 

can be seen on the periphery of the text complex as well. ,clothing 

industries form the larger element in this group and·are the subject 

of a separate study to be presented to the Niamey meeting. Ma~ items 

in the miscellaneous group do not organically belong to a study of textiles 

required for personal use and in any case fall outside the scope of the 

present study dealing with the·manufacturing of textiles~ 

45. Before p,resenting a quantified view of the main sectors, one 
' clarification needs to be noted. 

-~l ·~ 
1lliile categorization, as introduced, 

is valid in its essence, spill-overs continually occur from one category 

into another. Thus, several vertically integrated mills are also 

equipped with printing (and finishing generally) capacity well in excess 

of the requi.rements of their own output of clotho Or, as was mentioned · 

earlier, knitting is carried on by one vertically integrated unit as 

' well as by a doubling plant. And in at least one case, a clothing 

maLufacturer is known to be interested in moving backwards into a linkage 

with a vertically integrated spinning and weaving plant. 

Growth of the Modern Sec~o~ 

46. The first step in the formation of the modern textile sector 

was tak~n in 1949 with the formation of the Kane Citizens Trading 

Co.Ltd., an e.nterprise financed in terms of equity by Nigerian merch~ts. 

The State helped out in the shape of a loan from the Northern Region 

Development Board and by the provision of technical advice and assis-tance 

in bringing theproject to fruition., The plant was small (80 plain looms) 

and secondhand and its operation seemed, in Nigerian eyes, as proof of 

the fact that cloth could be mechanically woven under the dry atmospheric·· 

conditio:'ls pr'evailing in the llorthern Region of Nigeria and that Nigerians 

c~uld be .taught to operate textile machinery including "mechanical looms~·· 
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Even as late as the end of 1954 there was a mixture of dif'f'idenca 

and cautious hope in most evaluations of the performance of the weaving 

plant at KanJ{ 

47• The second step wa3 the setting up with the advice of the Ministry 

of Industries, around 1955/56, of the small spinning and weaving plant 

of the Nigerian spinning Co. Ltd., at Mushin, near Lagos. The plant 

had around 1,600 spindles and 50 looms, and seems to have also been 

equipped with second-hMd macninery from .. the United Kingdom. Its .. most 

distinctive characteristic - a further step in the removal of' general 

Nigerian diffidenGe -~pears to have been the fact that its operation 

marked the first use?~ in Nigeria, of N~g~rian cotton for producing 

mach:j..ne~ade. yar1fJ. Around this stage in time the obvious size of. the 

market and t~e presence of raw material supplies finally convi~ced the 

authorities in favour of a bold approach on a priority basis4/ for the 

development of textile, among other industries. 

48. One of the first fruits of the nevr boldness in spirit was the 

setting up of Kaduna Textiles Ltd., in Kaduna in the Northern Regi.on,. 

of a vertically integrated plant in greater consonance with modern practice, 

involving a fixed capital expenditure of ~1.25 million aLd capable of 

producing some 12 million yards of grey baft per year. The plant was 

highly mechanized and equipped with automatic looms. Nonetheless it is 

significant to note that about two-thirds of the equity capital came from 

the Government of Northern Nigeria and only around a third of it came 

from the British partners, the well-known firm of David White~ead. 

Kad~na Textil~s made a profit in the first year of operation2( stqrted. 

y The paragraph is based on an article: "Textile Factory at Kana" in the 
1Tigeria Trade Journal, issued by the Federal·Ministry of Informtil.tionj 
Lagos, Nigeria, October-December 1954, page 24 et seq. Y See Nigeria Trade Journal, April-June 1958, page 66 et seg. 

l/ See reference in Economic Survey of Nigeria, 1959, published by direction 
of the National Economic Council, Appendix VIIIA, page 117. 

!J/ The prio::rity was suggested in the first place by the Industrial Panel of 
the Economic Plannihg' Commission. See Nigeria Trade Journal, Jan-Mar. 
1956, page 16. 

2./ See Nigeria Trade Journal 1 April-June 1959, page 90. 
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working three shifts in the end of the secor .. d year of operation, a::::td 

through years of sucoessfu}. expc::.nsion has reached an a!!.:nl:al J}.tput potent::.al 

presently of some 46 million square yards. Also, as of now, only one-

half of its output (40 o. r.qtjare yards) in 1965 is of grey baft; the 

balance being bleached;; dyed and. printed fe,brios. It :!.a the largest compbsi te 

plant in the entir·e sub--::.'egion and curreatl:r 8J1ploys around 3, 000 

Nigerians and 60 expa·i;riC~.tes, 

49. The potential of the ma,rket, the e:::canple of Kaduna Textiles, the 

lure of high profit and the active support (including the imposition 

of high customs dut;:i.es) and e:.·.cou:;:-agement .by the Stxce have since stimulated 

the manifold develop;-:Jcn0 ~;-hic:1 -;-ras oC~.tego:;:-ized. a"1d sub-categorized in 

the preceding sectio~. 

50 •.. The achieveraents ir. 2-c:~~~e~,\lti·,re gro>·Tth - and the implications 

associated with i-t; - are presented in Sl}bsequent sections. 

Number c:f.Q:r:..~ ts.L~;;qu~r~1.?'~~-~Y.J:Sta~f_ed ___ ~-~£- i~- the 11 2}J~~::.?.1§y}f.eavi2:!";....?.::~~ 
FiniFJhing11 _GrouE.• 

cd 
51. One competeut est:.cate:.:.!, presmi:ably made in the er,d of 1965, placed 

the following dimensions on the capa0i ties installed EUJ.d envisaged in 

firm projects in the ne.i.n iSIC group~ spinning, weay·'.ng and finish:.~1g 

of textiles. 

In an official pu';)l·'.e"+ion, 11 The Industrial Potentialities of Northern 
Nigeria11 issued. b:r tho regionql \T:i.ni::tr-J of Trc:d.e a:::1d. Industry 
in October 1963, total G"',pi tal, fixeC.. 2.::>.d ~vor}:ing, :r:equirGcl for a 
mill producing 32 m. :-1(1_. • is placed at J..4o2 million e,nd annual 
profit after cha.-rging depreciation is estimated at J.2. 47 million, or 
59 cent on the ent:!.re initial investment,, This 1rould ;' .1ply a profit; 
of 1~ perice per square yard or 71 per cent of the Coi.f. price of 
compa~able imports, "'hich presumably inclu.des the profit margin of the 
foreign producer. (Details from Appendix E, "Feasibility Study of a 
Textile Mill b. Norther::::t Niger.ia", p. 246-250). It should be added, 
to anticipate later discussion, that profits of this kind have, in 
fact, rarely been realized. 
See article 11 ~·· ·• •• • -~ • · sur 1 1 installation de nouvelles usines textiles 
en Afriquen by l.1nPierre Chauleur; and L 1 industrie Textile", both in 
Industries et Travau..x :0 1outremer, January 1966, PP·5·-6 c:md pp.9-13 
respectively. 
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T.:i.BLE 3-1 

Eguipment in Existing and Projected Textile Plants in Nigeria as of 
End 1965 

T~Ee of Zsr:::.;;Tne;.J.t Numbers CaEacit~ in Terms of Annual ~eut;Eut 

1. No. of Ring Spindles 250,000 32,000 tons 

2. No. of looms 7,000 255 m. yds. 

). No. of roller printing 32 160 m.yds. 
machines 

Source: Industries et Travaux d'Outremer, January 1966. 

Above capacities were to be realized in the years 1966, 1967, 1968 and 

even 1969. 

52. Installed capacity, vrhich was already at work, was confined in the 

end of 1965 to establishments considered below. These units carried o~ 

dive~se processes in varying combinations, as presented below. 

1. Total number of establishments 22 units 
of which, 

2. Units with spinning equipmeLt 13 units 

* Units with doubling equipment 3 " 
Units 'I.Vith weaving equipment 13 " 
Units with knitting equipment 4 " 

* Units with bleaching equipment 7 II 

* 8 Units with dyeing equipment II 

Units with printing equipment 8 II 

Units with towel-making looms 2 II 

* The number of units in these cases is likely to be somewhat under

stated. 

53. Out of 13 units (with the exception of the uncertain small unit) 

with spinning equipment, one had not started operating its spinning and 

weaving departments, and specific information was not available about 

one unit. The remaining 10 units had 142,000 spindles in place. 
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54. All spinning units, with the exception of Norspin Ltd.,Y a 

factory in Kano, were integrated in terms of the weaving, bleaching 

and dyeing processes. These hadin·place some 3,900 looms, almost 

entirely of the conventional automatic type. 

55· The position of spindles and looms in place and at >-mrk is fur;ther 

summed up below: 
* No. of No. of Ring No. of 

Units S12indles Looms 

l. .Composite spinnin~ 11 131,.000 4,4:00 
and 1-leaving mills 

2. :Exclusively spinning 1 2~,ooo nil 
mill.· 

3. Total· 12 157,000 4,400 

·· · ····-····*· ·-I-ncludes· estimated. spindl€lage and loom age for the unit about .. vlhi.oh 

no specif information was available, but excludes one small unit· 

about ivhose position ther.e is uncertainty, 
.. ·, L . . 

56; In other words, the ratio o·f spindles to looms works out in the 

fully integrated spinning and weaving industry (which is not a regular 

seller of yarn in the lqcal market) to approximately 30 spindles per 
. . ... 

loom which is broadly reflective of the concentration of the output in 

the lower range of counts (around an average count of 18 in the English 
~. , . . 

system) and corresp~ndingly coarser fabrics for the mass-end of final 

demand. 

57. The printing end of the industries takes three distinct·forms. In 

the first place, soll,le of thecomposite spinning and weaving units go in 
·~· ' f 

for the printing of a part or all of their own output of cloth. In the 

·· · ·---.-·s.a-.0on4- place.,. -sQID.e .. comp.o.si te .. units. have a built-in overcapacity in the 

.:pr1p.1;;\.ng and other. ifinish~ng.sectiolJ.s in relation to their own outp1J.t of 

. cl~;!;h.,anli are designed to be· convertors, on a job-basis or.· otherwi!?e, 

of cl"ih frOilltt; outside f:!Ouroel3~ ( ilnpo:rted as of, now). · In the third place, 

Qfits putput· pf ~,2)0 m. tons,. 11 400 m. tons are converted into bicycle 
cord for ~ bicycle tyre factory in Nigeria • . - ' ,; - ··~ , . . . . . 
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there are t1io units designed solely as p.rir.ting pla.r.ts. However, in 

evalua.ting the_performaEce of the printiH.g equipment it is important 

to note that its greatest impact will be felt only in the production and 

import statistics of 1966; ~nd subsequent yearso 

58. The remaining units in the general group "spinning, weaving and 

finishing of textiles!! are a miscellaneous lot reflecting the early stage 

of the Qver-all development of modern textile industries in Nigeria. 

These units form the .. lower parj; of the te}ble following which re

classifies 22 establishmen·ts in terms of their entire range of. activi.ties • 

.. TABLE 3-2 

Distribution of the "Spinning, Weaving at,d Finishing" of Textile& 
Group Estanlishments According to Entire Range of Activities. 
(Relate's to end - 1965) · 

1. 

2. 

Total number of Es-tablis.b.rnents 
of ·which, 

Composite Units (apiriners1 weavers, bleachi~.g, 
dye~ng, printing and other finishing) 

Spinning U:d t ( w.hich is also a IIlRjor producer of 
bicycle tyrecord) 

Printing U~·.i ts (with other ·f'inishjng sections) 

Doubling pl~1t specializing in threads 

Towel mar>.Ufacturi:ng pl< .. hts. ( o;.;_e with a k:ni tting department) 

Dyeing plant (also class:i.£ied as k:nitters) 

Weaving, bleachingJ and dyeing pla.:o•.t 

Unclassified (very small plants) 

* Includes the unit t-rhich.has not started spinning and weaving 
operations. 

22 

12 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

.2 

* 

59· As ·of the end of 196);, the above establishmel'lts •·rere estimated. to 

employ around 14;-ooo .. ·em.plo;y·ee.s.., They further represented a k:nowp j,p.vest

ment of ~21 .. 90 million and a broad.ly estimated further iJlvestme•'i of 

~8.79 million for plants where specific i"1.formation was either. nQt ave.il
able ·or was partial, maldrg ·a total-.fi:lted~.capitaJ. i'l.vestm9'8.t (With possibly 

some--inclusion of workiri.g capital) of the order of b3o.-fi9 milliOJl or 
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::md at worlc. 

tOQ The to:tal capacit.i.3s c1:eatstl by this investment are indicated. below: 

(iii) 
. ' 
( ·1 -~ 1 
-\ J 

('\' ' 

' ' 

In.stall~{'l yarn BI1i:1n:i.ng ca:;Jaci ty 
at ·,;ork" 

Doubling c<O:.pac'_-;;y 

* at work 

Tyre ;;ere'. ( 1)i.oycl 0>) ;nr,,'lufacturtne 
cap1:wi t~y 

53 m. lbs. (24,000 motons) 

80 m,sq.yrisr 

2--1 mvlbs .. (909-1,8l8 m.tu/lS) 

3 ru.lbso (1,400 m.tons) 

No precise information avaLL-· 
able, but believed tf'1 l:n 
loos tb;;;,n 2 m.,sq.yds. 

x· Inc1u:len one com:posi te mill 1rhose spinning and weaving sections 

61.. Knitting 1ms cne of the earlier activities to be established in the 

modern text:tle seator it.,. J'hgeTla at least in tbe allied se;1se of making 

garments (mostly singlets :1 :f:cor:: iurported interi.ock fabric. Early grOI'ith 

vms rapid. a::d scmetime ir. ~-,:r~o micl-fifties output is believed to have 

reached a level of T7r), GO•:y!::;dcz,.q::o per year. 'I'hereafter, until 1959 or 

19607 output co<J.tir_u·:::d to dro?, Tb; latest available estimate relates 
2/ 

to 1963:::.1 ard r,:Lac&s tb.e oul;p:.:Lt of this group (1vhich really does ;::ot 

belong to the ;'1d.Ylllfz::~t;tu1,'ing ser;tr;r ·->f textiles) at l. 5 million dozen 

si:!"lglets per fAa:: 9 11'ith the value of g:ross output possJ.bly varying lletween 
. .., -~ " 

L.l:-L.L.L :..OYJ.:) 

62~ The knitttng industry proper, in the end of 1965, consisted of 

eigh"!i major prod1J.cers o 

J./ Details from Economic Stn.'vey of Nigeria7 1959, opo cit., p.l17 
Y Details from Facts about lligeri~; (No<':3.A) Industrial Da-..relopment~ 

Pederal Minis"J:cy of lnfor7Jation 7 Lagos 1 p. 6o 
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63. Four of thesd ::.....;J.s. b0i:ifi accounted fur in the "Spinning, 1ieaving 

and Finishing" group~ one as an adjunct to a composite spinning and 

weaving mill; one as an adjunct to a doubling plant making threads; one 

as ail:· adjunct to a. towel manufacturing plant; and one unit as a dyeing 

plant ,,Ji th klii tting equ.ipmer"t o 

64. The other four units are almost exclusively knitting plants. 

Three of these manufacture knitted cloth (this is generally true also 

for the earlier group of k11itting plants existing as adjuncts to other 

major lines of textile manufacturing)· and one of these makes hosiery 

(socksy stockings~ etc). 

65.· 
recent 

with a 

Almost all plants in the knitting industry proper are of compa.ra-:,.~ :olj

origin (say, the last five or six years) and their outputl/(along 

small quantity of imports) forms an intermediate input for the 

manufacturers of singlets referred to in the opening paragraph of this 

section. 

66~ It is difficult to form any precise estimate about the installed 

capacity of most of these plants, but it has been reported that th.e entire 

Nigerian output of krd tted fabrics in 1963 amounted to L 2 m. 1 bs,Y and 

it might be surmised that in 1964 the output was well in excess of 2.0 

million lbs~ It might be further su;rmised that at least half of the 

estimated 1964 output was, in turn, derived from cotton yarn produced 

by the Nigerian industry. 

It estimated that in the end of 1965, the knitting industry 

functioning as an independent enti t.y and not as an acl.jurict to other textile 

manufacturing activities employed betwee~ 300 - 400 employees, and possibly 

a simila~ number was employed in the main textile group. 

This obviously does not apply to the small part of the output which is 
produced as singlets, and also to the yroduction of hosiery, 
Based on data in Industrial Survey, Nigeria, 1963, Federal Office of 
Statistics, Lagos, 1966, pp. 23-24. 
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68. Two blanket manufacturing plants, using tubular ya,rns made.:from 

cotton waste, are now in existence in Kane. One of th€se began production 

in 1962 and the other plant began operations in 1964. The two plants 

taken together, are believed to possess 125 blanket weaving looms and 

ancillary machinery. Output originally consisted of the blankets 

weighing 2 and 3 lbs. per blanket,lfand has since diversified further, 
~ . . ~ . . 

The total output is currently (1965) placed around 2 million blankets. 

weighing 1,808 m. tons, which is considerably in excess of the quantity 

estimated to be imported in l965,g/viz. 563 m. tons. 

69. Total employme(it in the sector, at the end of 1965, is estimated 

around 900. - 1000 employees. 

Trends 

70. At the conclusion of the 'sector-wise survey, it might be useful 

to make a broad, quantified statement of the trends in ouiput and where 

possible, in employment, 

TABLE 3.3 

Output and imployment Trends in. Nig~rian Textile Industries, 1959 to 
1 

1966 (Estimates and Aotuals)· 

Sector 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965-66 

1. 

a. 

b .. 

y 
y 

Spinnin~z Weaving 
and Finishing 

Total output 
of cloth (m.sq~ 
yds) 12.5 31.5 40 •• 48 67 100 

No. of employees 1300 . . • • 6720 8063 •• 14,000 

Details from the 1Nigeria 1 section of Barclays Bank, Overseas 
June 1962, page 60. 
Import figures for seven months, January to July 1965, raised 
the whole year. 

Review, 

to cover 
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2. Knittin~ Industries 
(inclusive of 
knitting carried 

. _on as an adjunqt 
to other textile 
activities}. 

a. Output of knit 
fabric (m.ibs.) 

b. :Employment 

3. Blanket Manufact-
urers 

a. Output (Nos.) 

b. Employment 

4. Out}2ut in the Hand-
weavin~ sector 

a. Output 

b. Employment: Over 
50,000 (1957) 

Source: See text. 

TABLE 3.3 

1960 1961 

Neg. •• • • 

·' ... ,. 

50 
N.A m.sq.yd. 

Economic Survey of Nigeria, 1959 • 

(cont'd) 

to 

196?. 12&.l .. ~~6.4 •. 1965,-66 

over over 
• • 1.;2 2.0 2.0 

• • • • 700-800 

750,CCO 1,z~o,ooo 2,ooo,ooo 
N.A N.A 900 - 1000 

N.A N.A 50- 80 50 - 80 m. 
sq.yds. 

. Okigbo·, E.N. U. ;.:.Niger.ian National Accounts; ... 195v:...5'7. Trade. Journals 
and other periodical publications. Industrial Potentialities. 
of Northern Nigeria, 1963. -·--- .. ·~-~··· · 

?J:. The output in''the modern :::,ector niigbt be further differentiated as 
shown below:-
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Output of different categories (Estimates and actuals) 2 1959 to 1966 

Category 1959 1960 

l. Yarn production (mostly 
for consumption in the 
composite units) m.lbs. 

m.tons 
3.5 9.14 

1, 590 4,150 
2. Doubling of yarn 

for threads m. lbs 
m. tons 

3. Production of yarn 

-for sale (to the doublers 
and others m.lbs. 

-for bicycle tyre 
cord m.tons 

4. Production of towels moyds. 
- m.tons 

5. Production of knit 
fabric:s mo lbs. 

m. tons 

6. ~roduction of blankets -m. nos. 
m .. tons 

7• Output of cloth in 
the spinning, weaving, 
finishing sector 

- m. sq.yds. 
- m. tons 

12.5 31.5 
1,600 4,000 

8. Output of 

(i) Greys (m~sq.yds.) 12.0 • 0 

(ii) Bleached and 
picee dyed(m.sq.yds.) 0.5 • • 

(iii) Prints (m. sq.yds.) nil 
(inclusive of 

nil 

printing done on 
imported cloth) 

1961 

12 
5,300 

40.0 
5,200 

30.0 

nil 

1963 1964 1965-66 

17 22 31 
7,700 10,000 14,000 

1.2 
545 

0.75 
675 

1.25 
570 

2,250 
2.0 
225 

2.0 
910 

1.25 
1,100 

48.0 67.0 
6,500 9,100 

•• 

•• 
nil 

40 

3 

24 

2.0 
910 

2.0 
1,800 

100.0 
13,600 

45 

30 

40 
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72. The diversification of output in the modern sector and its 

increasing significanc.E? compared to the !land::-weaving sector are . processes · 

which have to go consiserably further, however, as the analysis of the 

role of ·two· sectors iri the next section compellingly brings out • 

. Role of':n MC?dern .. and Handwea~in~ sectors· compared to Imports: 1964 

73. In the next table, textile tonnages are set out in the direct 

context of the various sources of supply in contrast to the role of . . 
imports. It will be seen that in a 'gross' sense - i.e. without excluding 

imports o~ yarn for use in the various sectors - home-made supplies 

equalled 50 per cent of imports, or one-third of the total supply. On 

a net basis - i.e. after making allowances for various kinds of imports 

of yarn - home-made supplies form 39 per cent of the volume of imports 

and only 28 ·per cent of the total supply. 

TABLE 3.5 
Contribution of th~-~odern and Hand-weaving sectors to the Total Supply 
of Textiles for Per~~al Consumption, 1964 

NOTE: the item numbers are continued from Table ).4 in the preceding 
seoti•:n in c:.·IeJ-:. to :t:::.:)ili tate cross-reference. 

9. Total textile tonnage for personal 
consumption (2 + 4 + 5+ 6 + 7) in 
1964 in the modern sector 

10. (9) - allowance for contribution 
by imports 

11;_ Approxim~te To~nag8 produced in the 
hand-weaving sector in 1964 

12. Assumed contribution of imports to the 
hand-weav.ing tonn~ge in 1964 

13. Net tonnage produced in the hand-weaving 
sector in 1964 

14o Gross tonnage Produced for personal 
consumption in 1964 ( 9 + ll ) 

15. Tonnage produced for personal consumption 
in 1964 net of the contribution of imports 
as intermediate inputs ( 10 + 13 ) 

16,405 m. tons 

13,eoo m. tons 

8,500 m. tons 

3,000 m. tons 

5,500 m. tons 

24,905 m. tons 

19,300 m. tons 
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Contribution of the Modern and Hand-weaving sectors to the Total Supply 
of Textiles for Personal Consumption, 1964 

16. 
">.:_, "1 ' ,' •• 

Ratio of the total output of Nigerian Textile 
complex as percentage of imports (491 000 ro. 
tons) for personal consumption 

- Modern Sector 
- Rand-weaving sector 
- Total 

Net share of Nigerian Textile complex 
in relation to imports for personal 
consumption in 1964 

- Modern sector 
- H:.:.nd-weaving sector 
-Total· 

33 per ce11.t 
17 per cent 
50 per cent 

28 per cent 
:U per cent 
39 per cent 

Outstanding Projects in the Course of Reali~ation 

74• A considerable expansion of the textile industry is on way in the. 

shape of announced proJec.ts. at varying stages of implementatiol'l.. A broad 

statement of the magnitudes involved is presented below, although no 

statement can hope to be totally accurate or up-to-date in view of the 

fact that announcements do not occasionally fructify. 

TABLE 3.6 
Approximate Capacities in Varyirig'Stages of Realization, end 1965 
1. No. of sp-indles 931 000 

2. 

3. 
Annu~~--?arn production pote!Ltial of ( l) 

No, of looms 

Annual cloth.production potential ·of (3) 

No. of roller printing machines 

Annual printing capacity of (5) 

a, 000 - 10,000 m .... tons 

2,600 

97 - 100m. sq. yds. 

18 to 20 

80 m. sq. yds. 

75• The widening out in the ratio of spindles to looms from a current 

level of jOsl to about 36:1 is an indication of a moving away from the 

current concentration on lower counts of yarn (mostly 16s, 18s and 20s) 

to higher counts at least up to 36s. 

1'· The total period involved in the full realization of the above 

magnitudes might be roughly placed up to the end of 1969, and fixed capital 

investment involved is likely to exceed US $ 40 million. This is 
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···-~ -, Jo. 

expected to carry Nigeria fairly close to sel~-suffici~nc;liin the 

supply of cotton textiles.· 

Finan~ing·of Fixed Capital Investment 

77. The various regional governments in Nigeria, their marketing boards, 

development corporations and investment agencies have ~layed an active 

role as co-sharers, along with foreign financial interests, in the basic 

equity. Nigerian private capital has been involved to an extent in some 

of the smallest projects, but its over-a1l significar..ce is limited. The 

following data covers some 23 companies and includes units in the 
"" -~-·~ ···-··· ···-----~--. --~ 

'spinning, weaving and finishing' and the knitting groups • 
........... 

TABLE 3.7 
Sources of Paid-UE caEital· for 2J Nigerian Com:12anies 1 as of 1~63 

·-~ ' 
Sour.ce Amount Share 

1, Private Nigerian Interests ;b 173,434 4 Pe,r cent 
·' . . ·- --

2. Federal Government nil nil 

3. Regional Governments *-1,452,959 33 per cent 

4. Total Nigerian capita~ (1+2+3) +.1~627,393 37 per cent 

5· Private Non--Nigerian Interests lA2,809,434 fi) per cent 
:' -. 

6. Total (4 + 5) ~4,435,827 100 per ce:::1t 
y 

Source: Basic data from Industrial Survey of Nigeria, 1963, Tables 8 & 9.• 

.. :!. 

Y Total self-sufficiency in cotton textiles is expected to be achieved 
by 1972, but it is not so defined as to cover the cloth needed for 
ready-made garments. 

' ti . 
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78. The ratio of paid-up capital to total ia1estment varies from a low 

of 1:0.8 and rises thro~gh a more or less continual spectrum to a high 
~ . 

of.l:4. The gap between equity capital and total investments is bri~ged 

by a variety of sources including loans by development corporation~ a~d 

investment corporations,Ysupplier credit~ and transactions-involving 

sub-negotiations under bilateral credits,g/as well as self-financing of 

expansion based on the internal cash flow of successful companies;; 

79. Among others, the nationalities represented in the private non

Nigerian group include the British, West Germans, Chinese interests from 

Rongkong, Japanese, Sudanese, Americans and in one case a combination of 

the Swi;ss and theitalians joining with the U.S. based Chase Manhattan 

Investment Corporation. Indians are involved in the technical, commercial 

and managemental supervision of one obmposi te mii t, but it appears that 

this takes Flace ·.on the basis of a profi t.;..sharing plus fixed fee arrange

ment and not on the basis of a substantial holding_ of equ,i ty! . _ 

80. One case of foreign participation - in Norspin Ltd. - is of parti-

cular interest. The urli ted Africa Co. of Nigeria vd th its British/Dutch 

origins and extensive interests in the economic life of Nigeria have 

combined with DunlQp Rubber Co. (who own rubber plantations in.Nigeria 

and,who are the prime equity.;..holders in a tyre manufacturing plant operatir~ 

in Lagos) and the English Sevring Cotton Co., (who are the main. equity 

holders in a thread-making plant in Apapa). The United Africa Co., 

1/ The capital of investment corporations - such as Northern Nigeria 
Inveetments Ltd. or the Industrial and Agricultural C_().Ltd., in Easter:r. 
.Nige~ia - has in some cases been jointly subscribed to by the regional 
government acting through its development corporation and the Common
wealth Development Corporation. (See 'Theindustrial Potentialiiies of 

· Ji<:>rthern. Nigeria, .. Ministry of Trade and Industry, Northern Region, .1966 
·PP• 191-193). As of 1965, the stake of the Commonwealth Development 
Corporation extended, through the modality of these corporations, ·to one 
textile unit in Eastern Nigeria and six textile units in Korthern Nigeria. 
(Details quoted from the Annual Report 1 see West Africa, 5 June i965, 

.,,p. 627). . . ' . ' ' 
;S/ ~his was, Jor examplE?, the case.w:i,th a textile facto:r;y involving al'l 

~ .~ ... inv~stme11t of lt3.8 m. i;n the Mid-western Region. It is usual in these 
oases for the loan to be tied to the purchase of eq~i~ment in the supplying 
country. Some details are to be found in Intra Bank, Monthly Bulletin., 

"'· May 1964• 
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undertake the marketing vf a part of the o1.:::tput and supply the general 

commercial supervision. The English ·Srndng Cotton Co., are technical partners 

and also assured buyers of a par;t of the output for their own doubling 

plar,t. The Dunlop LllJbc:c Co., are like,:ise buyero of another specific p2.rt 

of the output in the shape of bicycle tyrecord, 

"A Review'of Some Operational Aspects 

81. In this section is undertaken a brief review of certain aspeots 

of· the operation of the Nigerian Textile Industry: 'its high'capital 

costs, even when'compared with current European levels, in relation to 

the volillne of outp'ut; its simultaneous failure to achieve adequ~te 

economi~s in the use of its workforce, workers a.nd non-workers; and the 

general impact of employee costs, especially in the non-worker and 

·e...rpatriate categories~ 'on levels of cost of production. 

Higher Capital Costs 

.82. Available data pertainil'lg to six composite units enable the f?llowing 

ex.ercise in the amount of investment in fixed capital needed to finance 

one million yards of fin9-l output. 

I. Investment. in Fixed..~Capi tal for 6 composite units 
( io e. spi~ning; weaving, and finishing) t 13.90 m. 

Total Equipment Financed:(a) 102,000 ring spindles 
· · . (b ~ 3, 350 looms 

2. 

Annual cloth outimt capacity as stated by the 
six factories 102.40 m.sq.yds. 

4. Fix~d InvGstment per one mi+Iion yards of capacity 
(~ output) · · . . . · . *-135, 742 or 

US.$380,078 

· · :83. This level of .costs11-. ~38o, u~o for a million ·yards· of final output 

.... i~.,.50 per .cent higher than mo:r:.o sophisticated plan~s ·requir~ curreatly ia 

·Europe as is seen below: 

1/ A :feasibility study made around 1962 .and quoted with approval by a 
regional-government (see the Industrial Potentialities of Norther~ 
N-~~eria,, op.cii;, VP~246 et seq~). wou.ld yeild the follolf:i.:ng resultsa 

(i) Fixed inve~tment per million yards, ~sin~ new eq~ipme~t: •120,563 or 
. u;s ir337, sto 

.. ·!: (if) Fixed, investment ·per million yards, using initial ·reoondi tio111.ed 
equipment:~ 95,938 ryr US $268,626 
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Comparative Capital Costs in Europe and Nigeria per one Million Ssuare 
Yards of Final Output 

Europe (1962-1963) Nig€r1a. {six Com;pcsi te Units) 

Investment in Fixed 
Capital per Million 
Yards of Final Output us $ 260,000 

100 

us $ 380,000 

146 IJ?dex 

Source: Nigerian data as 1<fOrked out in the text. European data, which 

relatPs to a more sophisticated plant and output structure, ,.is 

derived from modern Cotton Industry - a Capital Intensive In~ustry, 

O.E.C,D., 1965, p.97 

84. . It is assessed that the following are among the main factors at 

work in increasing the level of capital costs in Nigeria, although there 

is no attempt at arranging the factors in any sequence of comparative 

order: 

(i). Higher building costs, 

(ii) Additional building, comparatively speaking, needed for 

staffing expatriate and other staff in most, if not all 

Nigerian locations; 

.(iii) Expatri::1te remuneration in installation work has to be 

incurred at total coots 75 to 100 per ce~t higher tha~ i• 

Europe. In one part this is a case of higher emoluments; 

in another of transport costs; and in still another par~ 

of more expensive ancillary costs, such as hotel acoommoda~ 

tion, etc; 

(iv) The requirements in air-conditioning plant are greater 

due to climatic conditions, and 

(v) The role of contractor finance and supplier credits is 

necessarily great when equity capital provides, on 'an 

average, a mere one-third of the total fized investment. 

And it is universal experience that these arrangements 

add to the initial prices of machinery. 
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85. There is ground to believe that the fixed investment costs per 

million yards of an~ual capacity have risen further in the oase of projects 

novt i·n the course of implementation. 
< ~ " ' • '~ • " ' •• • • "· " ' ' • • • '" • • ' "' •••• ' • 

>'~''''r">~·---,.,._-.,.~ -.-• . . . 

R~tio of ~ployees and~_Eloyee Costs 
:. . .. .. 

86o The cap:i. tai -i.'ntensi ty. of ·-fhe 'rrioderri European textile plant has a 

two-sided impaoto It leads to a drastic reduction in the number :of . 

employees required ar.d therefore, irr total employee reinunerartion costs. 

The reduction in employee costs is ho>·wver offset partially by a great: 

enha~cement in. the financial chang'es;· depreCiation and interest.; 

87 o , In the Nigerian conte~t - and·. :i;-ndeed to a les:::;er or larger measure, 

· i.. ill- ·the· context of most textile industries in the sub-region - the reduction 

in the nu.mber of employees is limited, and ·pej.raqoxioa~:J.y, th~ enhancement 

of financial changes is a~plified further by the higher costs of initial 

equipmente. Thus, it is calculated that the composite industry :l.r.. Nigeria 

requires in 1965 around 92 employees per one million yards of capacity 

compared t2 14 employ·ees for a similar output in a modern European plant. 

88. Another way of comparing employee costs is posed by the next set 

of figures, which uses data from three different countries for comparison 

Nigeria, India and the United Kingdom,. 
-·;: 

TABLE. 3~9 
~ 

international Coinpar~isons in the ·Employee Situation in Textile InduL tries: 
~"India, Nigeria and the Un}. te.d KiJ3-_gdom 

1. ·- Average animal wage per 
l'l'Orker 

2. Average ~nnual :r.:_emunera
tion per· .1\'n-·worker 
employee :.!:. 

3• Average annual remuner.~ 
tion per n('l:i-1-Tigerio.n, 
non-worker employee 

Nigeria 
i.l2/?3l_. 

'.us $ 384 

6,121 

NOTE: ·A: Spinning and doubling of cotton etc. 

rndia 
1960_ 

us $ 366 

~ 743 

B: ¥leaving of cotton, ·linen al:id ma:.:J.-made fibres 

United Kingdom 
( 1258) 

A. US $ 972 
B.- US $1,070 

A. 
B. 

2,145 
2,038 

Sources: Based on data from Industrial Survey, Nigeria 1963; Annual Survey 
of Industries 9 India, 1960; and the Report of the Census of 
Production for 1958, United Kingdome 
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89. The proportion arising from the preceding exercise can be 

expressed in another manner. The ~igerian worker does not cost his 

industry more than the average Iadian worker does.l/ In fact, 

considering the significantly higher man: machine ratios in the Nigerian 

industry, the level of wage costs might be regarded as something of a 

bargain. But the employee other than the worker, the expatriate more 

markedly and the Nigerian in a less emphatic manner, costs the industry 

almost four times as much& It would also appear that the number of non

workers per 1,000 workers is larger in Wigeria as compared to India, the 

ratios being 70 and 82 respectively. In the net result, as tho following 

comparison demonstrates, salaries are a greater burden on the Nigerian 

textile industry compared either to the United Kingdom or India: 

India (1960) 

U.K. ( 1958) -

( a) spinning 

(b) weaving 

~igeria (1963) 

Elements in the Cost of Production 

Dollars paid in salaries per every 100 
dollars paid in wages 

14 

20 

19 

58 

90. In this section, a resume in broad terms is supplied of the factors 

that increase costs of production in Nigeria and indeed render them 

unviable in terms of the costs attained by international exporters. 

( i) Cotton ~he ravr material is cheaper because it is home-grown and 

there is a saving in transport costs. On the other hand, the raw material 

is of a higher quality in relation to the range of counts spunup to 1~64, 

although the factor is offset to some extent by increased efficiency 

(through reduced breakages) in the spinning industry. 

!/ The calculations are made in terms of the old exchange rate: US ~ 1 = 
Rs .. 4. 76 ... 
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( ii) The vrage per worker· is comparable to 

countries like India and Pak:.'~sta,r"~ and an advantage lfhen the higher 

maintenance man~·machirl.e .ratios ( 900 spindles to an attendant and 8 to · 

16 automatic looms to a vTeaver as general practice) are taken into acoounto 

But compared to European or Japanese practice, the man-machine ratios 

are low. 

Salary costs are unavoidably high, and. tho factors involved have 

been reviewed in the preceding section .. 

The net effect of all factors taken together - wage levels, salary 

levels, man:machine ratio£> 1 machine efficiency and worker productivity 

is to render emplGyee romuneration a higher absolute charge (in ~he 

neighbourhood of 5 U.S. cents _r;cr squc~.re yard in 1963 compared to less. than 
1/ 

2 US cen-';8 in Japon ar;.d 4US ce;i.ts in the U G ...... ), and a proportion (around 19 

·per cent) .n'lare oio ::J a·· labour-intensive modc:c~1 toxtile industry 

like India'sgjthan to the capital-intensive industry that Nig~ria has 
invested in .. 

(iii) Pow~ cost_~- Thesu tend to be somewhat higher, in one part, 

beoaFse the dry atmospheric conditions of Northern Nigeria make a greater 

demand on air-conditioning pla~ts. Anyway$ these do not constitute a 

major factor. 

( ) Stores and ~.?:.res In the absence of a developed local r.1arket for. 

these items, more stocks have to be carried by individual factories; and 

the arrival of thesa f:~·cn overseas, in response to the small, separate . 

demands of individual mills, makes for higher transport and handling costs. 

(vJ inolu.de depreciation and interest. These are 

vastly highor because the m~chinery is not only capital intensive, but. 

made more <:lxpimsive (by as much as 50 per cent or more) by the considerations 

noted earlier. 

Data derived from the Textile industry in Latin America: Brazil, ECLA, 
1963, page 90 Table 13. In vie·; of th.::: vast range of textile products, 
and the varying shares of various items of cost, data of this type are 
to be regarded. i:!1dicati ve and n0t as accurate measurement. 
Employee remunGration for the entire cotton textiles industry in India 
was 23.72 per cent of grQss output in 1960. But the Indian inaustry has 
a vast stake in tha count ranges well above the Nigerian level, which 
iJ:tply a much higher proportion of employee romuneration in costs than is 
indicated by the aggrcgative figure and a significantly lower figure tha~ 
the average for the output structure comparable to Nigeria's in 1963. 
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a.:c.:.. vbviously included in tho above discussion, 

But two aspects, which tend to make these higher pe.r unit of output, 

are convoniontly treatod so:paratoly~ 

91. One, many textile units fall in a comparativaly low range of avoragG 

size -· lO,COO to 15,000 spindles and 300 to 400 looms. While these sizos 

compare with iriil'limum sizos? they fall short of the optimum production 

unit, that is, the production unit which makes for the best distribution 

of employees.)../ In European practice this is defined as 20,000 spindles 

working in tJ:u:.·c.o shifts and having looms "tO match, say around 600 looms. 

In the Nigerian context, when as many as 26 to 30 expatriates arc employed 

per 1000 Nigerians at a levol of emoluments twice as high as i~1 Europe, 

this deviation from the optimum production unit makes for larger overhead 

expense por unit of output. Secondly, while individual units work throe 

shifts a day or 7 ~ 200 hours a year (8 hours x 3 shifts x 300 days in tho 

year), the average for th3 whole industry does not s3em to exceed 5,400 

hours a yoar4 Alternatively, the industry is a producing operation only 

for 75 per cent of the maximum feasible utilization. 

Cost of Production 

92. The net effect of the various elements mentioned is probably to 

make the cost of production or··a. square yard of textiles in Nigeria some 

15 - 20 per cent higher than the c.i.f. price of a comparable imported 

:product. rrhis of course relates to the industry as a whole and individual 

units aro bound to be found on either side of the average. 

93. Tha total cost of production is estimated below and is partly derived 
< 

from data adapted from thG results of the Industrial Survey, 1963. 

1/ See Modern Cotton Industry; 1-1. capital Intensive Industry, O.E.C.Il., 
1965, pp.96-7. 
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TABLE 3.10 

Estimated Breakdo'l'm of Costs for Nigerian Textile Industry per one 
Million YardS ~or'.fi_pal_ Ou tuu t. 

l. 

2., 

3. 

4. 

6. 

Cotton 

Other materials 

Total Materials (l + 2) 

Fuol, eleotrioity and other 
industrial costs 

Employee ot'<3muneration 

Estimated depreciation@ 8.33% 

US$ 85,220 

1o,ooo 

95,220 

43,400 

49$970 

31,666 

Financial costs (i.e. interest 20,240 
on tho borro-vred portion in fixed 
capital e.xpendi tux·e vrhici.l is . 
takcm at 2/3rds of tho total fi:lt~d 
capital expenditure of $380,000 for 
l million yards of final output) and. 
interest on working capital, the latter 
being taken at l/3rd of annual turnover 

8. Total costs (3+4+5+6+7) 240,496 

9~ Profits prior to taxation 249204 

10. Sale proceeds, ex-factory (7+8) 264,700 

ll. Profits prior to taxation 7 after charg
ing depreciation (9) as percentage of 
fixed capital expenditure, $380,000 

12. Profits prior to taxation, after charg
ing depreciation (9) as percentage of 
equity, i .. e .. l/3rd of ~u8o,ooo, viz. 
$127,000 

6.37% 

18.88% 

11.96% 

7·65% 

90.86% 

9.14% 

10o.oa{o 

··-------------------------------------
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94. The fixed output: capital ratio works out to 0.70, and would move 

upto 1.0 or 1.10 if machine efficiencies could be made to reach around 

90 por cent in the weaving sector and the number of hours worked per year 

increased from 5,400 hours in the year to 61 500 hours!( 

95· In conclusion, the overall industrial climate offered by Nigeria 

has demonstrated its capacity to stimulate and multiply the industrial 

structure and output. Tho industry, however, has yet to achieve viable 

investment and production costs; comparable on an international standard, 

which refli:ct greater concern for the shortage of investible capital in 

a developing economy and for the consumers who partly sustain it as 

investors, th,rough the agency of their governments, and as buyers of its 

products. 

}) This is not an unfair standard in comparison with the best per-
forma:ti.ces in 1962: -

No. of h.our s war ked SJ2S• Ko. of hours worked 
Hongkong 7,140 6,340 
South Korea 6, 600 6,440 
Pakistan 7,200 5,910 
Taiwan 6,700 5,150 
Ierael 6,200 4,800 
United States 6,080 6,420 
(Data from the O.E.C.D. study cited earlier, P• 66) 

WVS• 
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CHAPTER IV 

TEXTILE INDUSTRIES IN TEE IVORY COAST 

96, The traditional handweaving sector in the textile industries of 

the Ivory Coast has a comparatively limited role, its aggregate 

consumption of yarn being estimatedYas follows~-
(1) Handspun yarn 

(i1) Yarn sold by local factory 
to hand-weavers •••• 

(iii) Imports of yarn (ad hoc figure) •• 

(iv) Total estimated volume 
of yarn consumption 

.... 300 to 400 m.tons 

400 m.tons 

75 zn. to~ 

825 m. tons, 
approximately 

97. The modern sector comprises the following sub-categories~-

(i) Les Etabissements Gonfreville with 15,000 spindles, 

223 looms and a range of finishing equipment; 

(ii) ICODI is a printing and finishing plant; 

(iii) D.R.A. and S.A.B. are two major knitting establishments; and 

(iv) two very small knitting establishments, about which no 

specific information is available' 

1} The production of handspun yarn is of course not known adequately, 
although it seems common ground that its use has not increased·~'······-,-· 

A study issued by the Ministere des Finances, des Affaires eoonomi~es 
et du Plan (Situation economique de la Cote-d1 Ivoire, 196l,p.42) placed 
-t;~e :.~tl.tpu:t in, 1960 lit 300to,:400m;.tons •. ·The same study indicated ~t 
the·output of yarn for sale by Eta~ Gonfreville covered the bulk of the 
handweaver's requirements of fact0ry-made yarn. In 1960, the 6ales of 
yarn by the local factory amounted to 562 m.t., and it is surmised that 
75'per cent more or less, were sold to weavers. (The sales figure ·for 1960 
is taken from Annex II, p.,79, of 11Implantation d'Artisanat Industrial 
du tissQ.ge en Af'rique, Niger, Ohad, Cameroon, Haute Volta, a study 
by S.E.D.I.A.C. presented in January 1964) 
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In subsequent sections eP,ch of the first three sub-oB; tegories is 

detailed. 

Les Ets. Gonfreville 

98. This company represents the first attempt at founding a modern 

textile industry not only in the Ivory Coast, but in the entire West 

African sub-region. 

99. This company, in its earlier form, vms founded in 1921 or 1922, 

although spinning on a commercial scale commenced around 1926 in a 

very small plant with 1,600 spindles. The yarn produced was coarse 

and directed to the ha~d-veaver market all over the ccuntries of the 

former French West Africa. A small dyeing plant was added around 

1928, and this was followed in the l930 1s with the installation of 28 

or 29 looms and the necessary preparatory equipment. However, spinning 

remained the staple and continued to be so until fairly recently as 

might be seen below. 

Tii.BLE 4.1 

Growth of the Spinning and Weaving equipment in the Ets. Gonfreville,l926/1965 

.Year 

1926 

1950 

1951 

1954 

1958 

1960 

1961 ., 
1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 
Sources; 

Number of ring 
spindles 

1,632 

1,632 

3,232 

5,424 

8,136 

Number of 
looms 

nil 

29 

29 

29 

~9 

Output of 
yarn (m. t.) 

250 

275 

383 

693 

1,700 

Output of 
cloth (m.tons) 

nil 

82 

10,848 29 2,000 420 

11,300 32 2,100 579 

15,368 88 2,422 841 

15,368 3 '180 1,037 

15,368 100 3,4·77 1,361 

15,368 223 3,700 2,400 
Chambre d 1 industrie de Cote-d r Ivoire, Bulletin I'llensueJ... ............ . 
l'Industriel de C8te-d 1Ivoire, ~ulletin de Liaison du Syndicat 
des Industrielso Marches tropicaux ot mediterraneens. Industries et 
travaux d' Outre-Iller" 
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100. In addition, over the years: the Ets. Gonfreville have acquired 

a range of bleaching and dyeing equipment (other than roller printing) • 

. A further major e:x:panaiop, inclusive of roller printing Gi1d garnment~ 

making and developments alonE previous lines, is expected to get going 

in the course of 196~ 
101. The Ets. Gonfreville are firm believers in continual renewalof 

machinery and their plant is thought to be fully modern.~ They have also 

been avid practitio1;1ers of 3-shift working (144 hours a week,i/three 

shifts of eight hours each day) and as a result their working hours per 

year are 7,200 or more, a level which compares with the highest rates of 

utilization of machinery anyv;here in the world. As a direct consequence 

of the former, and notwithstanding the wide and higher range of counts 

of yarn spun - their average count would seem to be in the neighbourhood 

of 28s, English system, and th,ey spin from 7s to 50s - Gonfreville 

produce 247 kgs of yarn per spindle in place per year, which is comparable 

with the highest world standards. 

102. The superiority of Gonfreville in the matter of output per machine 

· is reflected in ·its man smachine ratios as well. Thtui~ in 1951 a sider 

looked after 200 spindles; in 1963, the factory has moved on to 900 

spindles per sider with the progTessive objective .set at 2,000 spindles. 

1/ See "Chambre d 1industrie de la C0te...;d 1!voire, Bulletin Mensual, 
Sept. 1965, p.50 

In 1941, the old proprietary establishment was converted into a 
limited liability company, and currently the Gonfrevillc·family do 
not have a managerial stake in the company. 

See Chambre d 1 industrie della C~te-d 1 Ivoire, Bulletin mensual, 
September 1965, p.50. 

. . 
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The number of employeesper million yards of final output of cloth ic 

more difficult to estimate because the mill sells yarn for sale (which 

in turn calls for considerable additions to the workforce in the reeling 

department). However, a rough assessment would be around 50 employees· 

per 1 million yards compared to 92 in the case of Nigeria. (Total 

employment presently is 1,600). 

103. The results outlined above have been attained, only partly for 

reasons associated with the long history of the factory, at a considerably 

lower capital coat than in the case of Nig·erian industry. The book 

value of their plant at the end of 1965 was 1,600 million CFA francs 

or US$' 6.5 million. In terms of lifigerian costs of investment, the 

total investment expenditure would have been in the neighbourhood of 

US$ 10 to 11 million. Nonetheless, it cannot be disputed that the 

level of capital intensity (as measured in terms of fixed capital 

expenditure per worker) has practically increased b7 150 per cent.from ~1,602 

over 1953-56 to $ 2,107 in 1958 to ~ 4,063 in 1965 - over the last twelve 

years. In a sense, this figure might even be an under-estimate inasmuch 

as the proportion of 3-shift wort~ng in 1953-56 was considerably less 

than in the years thereafter. 

104. Alternatively, the output: capital ratio for Gonfreville in 1965 

works out to approximately lgl2gl compared to 0~7~1 in the case of the 

Nigerian industry. This result is even more impressive when it is realized 

that the textile industry in Ivory Coast pays a wage per worker which is 

higher; and employs a higher proportion of expatriates per 1,000 workers, 

although the la. tter are ~}.d a. higher level of emoluments in the case in 

Nigeri;:>.., These facts are documented below to the extent of available 

information. 
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TABLE 4.2 

Emolument levels in the Textile Industries of ·and 

Ivory Coast Nigeria Nigeria as % 
1261 1263 of Ivory Coast 

1. Average annual "frage/salary 
:per empbyee US$ 804 US$ 549 68 

2., Average wage per worker " 620 II 384 62 

3. Average annual remunera-
tion per expatriate II 4,821 " 6,121 127 

4. Number of expatriates to 
1,000 workers 43 26 to 30 65 

Sources~ Data for Nigeria as indioated in the chapter dealing with Textile 
industries in Nigeria. 

Data for Ivory Coast from Situation Economique de la Cote-dtivoire, 
1961, p.l26 (cited earlier). 

105. The above data :per·tains to the entire textile industry - the modern 

sector as defined as ~•ell as the twine and cordage factory -' and not to 

Gonfreville alone. Anyway, it points· to a basic failurJ:/ in creating a 

technical, managerial and supervisory cadre even larger than is true of the 

Nigerian industry. 

106. Gonfreville, located in :BouakC, in the heart· of the cotton~-gruwing 

areas of the Ivory Coast :i.s however not as lucky in the matter of saving 

transport costs on supplies of cotton as .mills .in Northern Nigeria. 

It derives some 30 per cent 0f' its cotton SUlYt'lies from Dahomey, Upper

irol ta, Niceria and one or t~:o other countries in the ~~e.Jt African sub.:.. 

region. 

JJ In early 1963 three Ivoriens 
Gonfreville plant, inclusive 
Details from ll!ndustriel de 
April 1963, p. lJA · 

were reported to be technicians in the 
of one under training in France. 
Cote-d 1 Ivoire, OE.cit., February-March-
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107. In the broadest sense, howevJr, it is clear that Gonfreville have 

successfully evolved a viable pattern of costs which has been consistent 

with tlJ.ree dj_ffel.'ent end--r8sul ts ~ successful and consistent marketing 

of a substantial po:•tion of its cutpuJ:/in the markets of neighbouring 

countries' intol'.:wJ. f:Lnancing of a large part of its growth; and a 

consistent lev0l of p:::."ofi ts.£t 

I.C.O.D.I. 

108 ICODI is a bleaching, roller printing anf finishing plant organized 

as a limited co<npa,ay ui th a registered capital of 240 million aFA Francs, 

and is :::.n affiliate -~o a French firm. 

109. The plant is dosignecl to produce p~·i:n.ts from grey olct~ purchased 

and has a rated capacity of 3 m.,metres. Output' however, has been in 

excess of rated capaci·'Gy and amounted to 2 m.metres in. 1964]/and-4 m. 

metres in l96)o '\ 

' 

110. Total investment has been of tha order of 460 million CFA Frs. 

(US.$ 1. 9 million), considerably higher than the orginally envisaged 

243 m. CFA Francs. Juxtaposing the output in 1965 against total investment, 

it is seen that inves-t;ment has been of the order of $470 1000 per million 

metres of prints from grey cloth • 

1J Thus, during l:)50 to 1962, Gonfreville's sales of yarn in countries 
other than the Ivory Coast constituted more than 62 per cent of its total 
sales of yarns. Details adanted from Annex II, Table 2, n. 79 of th0 
s·.E.D. I. A. Co · c.~ud;c· 11 Irj_p}a:1tatiJD, d 1 P.rtisG\nts industrials du tissage 
em Afrique· .u.C.:., Cc.meroun, Hr.ute-Vol·~a 11

, 1964.. · 

E/ Thus, Gonfreville reported for 1964-65 a net profit, after depreciation 
and other provisions, of 132 million CFA Francs on a total turnover of 
1,793 m. CFA Frs, or of the order of 7.38%, which compares very favor
-abl;y: with ·the ·levels of -general profitability current in the IUgerian 
industry. ( Se.e chapter dealing with Nigerian industry, Table 3.10). 

· Details about Gonfreville are gathered from Marches Tropicaux et 
:Medi terraneons, 13 Ju.ly 1965, p .. l757. 

J} Tria1 runs star"!iod. in Feb.ruary l964, and the plant wr.s officially 
inaugurated on 14 April 1964. The output in 1964 therefore does t 

not represent full-scale operation for the entire year. 
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111. The initial narket response to its products and prices has been 

satisfactory and further expansion will take its annual capacity to over 

6 m. metres sometime in 1966. Incidentally, this will reduce the 

investment per million metres to $ 412,000. 

D.R.A. and S.A.Bo 

112. D.R.A., the largest knitting factory in the Ivory Coast, has now 

')een in existence in Abidjan for more than 12 years and manufactures 

a wide range of knitted products, botlJ. outerwear and under't'l'ear, Its 

annual c?pacity is rated at 3 million pieces and its output in 1964/65 
was placed at an annual rate around 2 million pieces of all kinds of 

garnments. The annual consumption of yarn, cotton and other, is 

estimated t-:> be around 250 m~ tons, and 70 to 75' p'1r cent of this is believed 

to be derieved f::>0m the Gonfrevflle plant, the balance being imported 

yarn. 

113. The prices of D.R.A. are reported to be cheaper by 30% than the 

comparable prices of imports. Employment exceeds 700. 

114. S.A.B. is a recently set up factory, with an investment in excess 

. 'lf $ 180,000 (45 m. CFA francs) and its eventual capacity (and output 

in 1965) are rated at 90 m. tons of knitwear and hosiery manufactured 

from imported yarns. 

115. The part:ies running S.A.B • .are Lebanese. 

116. No ~ignificant informati~n ia available about the two very small 

additional kni'tting plants rep:oJDted in the 1962 enumeration .of 

enterprises. 

Trends in Total output 

117. ··Inasmuch as Gonfreville constitute the bulk of the output, th~ 

trends in output have been indicated. Nevertheless, it might .be useful 

to take a broad sweep of the ov.erall sitUation. The next table brings 

together details for. selected years ov.er the per~ od, 1).52-1965· 
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Trends .. in Output .of Textiles in Ivorl Coast 2 1222 - 126~ (in metric tons) 

.!2.51. 121§_ 1963 !2M 1222. 
Output ,.,f yarn 430 871 39180 3,477 3,700 

Yarn for sale 2,100 1,300 

Output of cloth 82 90 1,037 1,361 2,400 

Output of prints nil nil nil 250 500 

Estimated output 
nf knitwear nil 125 200 250 340 

Es~mated ~utput 

of handweaving 825 825 825 825 825 
sectnr 

,•-, 

1964 12M. 
Ou~pu t of .9.1othg 

(i) · Gon:f'reville 1,361 2,400 metric 

(ii) Prints(ICODI) 250 500 

(iii) Knitwear 250 340 

(iv) Hand:..wo.a vi~g 825 825 

. ~~· 

T~tal output of cloth 2,686 4,065 

less import content 400 740 

Net t~xJ;ile. tonnag~ 3,827 4,050 
prnduce~ at home 
(inclusive Gf yarn exported) 

Sources: As~indicated in the text. Output of prints has been converted 
:at·the rate of 7,927 sq. metres to a metric tC'n. 

118. Imports in 1964 of personal textiles amounted to 18,478 m.tons, 

and taken together with tho net tonnage entirely manufactured in the 

Ivory Coast, the total'market come to 22,305 m.tons. Thus home-based 

tons 

tonnage, whether manufactured entirely or partially in the country, 

contributed a little ·aver 17. per cent ;f the total requirements. Based on the 

1964 level of imports, the proportion of home-based tonnage defined in 

this extensive sense rose to 18 per cent of the total market. 
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Gross output and value added: 1964 

119. The gross output in 1964 of the modern textile sector is broadly 

assessed.to be in the neighbourhood of 2,650 million CFA francs or 

US $ ,~9· 75 million. Velue added is n.ssessed e~. 45 l;::;:r cont of g:ross output, i.e. 

1,200 million CFA Frs~ of US.$ 4Q9 million. An element of guesswork 

necessarily enters into these figures. 

New Projeots 

120. Three major moves can be discerned. 

121. In the first place, it is believed that Gonfreville will be inv,lved 

in the creation of a second textile complex, The new complex will 

practically double tho current output of Gonfreville. However, available 

information is scanty and no further statement can bo made on any 

significant aspecto 

122• In the second place, a printing plant is ~nvisaged in c~-operati~n 

with the Japanese firm of Nishibo-Nishimen (40 per c0nt of capital) Gnd two 

European companies, Beaujolin and Comagnio hollando-afrioaine, which 

will supply another 40 ·:p..:;r cent of tJw eq,uity. The Ivory 'C~ast·will supply the 

remaining 2q'per cent of the eq,uity. The project will ~vol~the setting up 

of a roller printing plant with a rated capacity of 5 to 8 million m~tres, 

and will be based on imported grey fabrics, mostly from Asia. The 

addition of a weaving plant is also eventually visualized. If the 

I.C.O.D.I. ratio of investment to capacity holds valid in the present 

oase, investment will be around US $ 2.5 million. 

123. The third major pro.ject is for the printing of auth~ntio wa:x. 

prints, a pr~oess on which the Dutch hold the patents, for the first 

time ou.t of Holland. The chief promoters are Niger - France (the United 

Africa Co.) and their associates in the Ivory Ccast on the one hand and 

Texoprint, N. v., a Dutch comany, on the other band.. Investment is 

visualized at US $ 5.26 million or 1,300 million CFA. Francs in the first 

place when output will be of the order of 5 m.metres, roughly 6p p~r cant 

th3 current consumption of Ivory Coast cf this product. The employment 
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in the first phase will be of the order of 300, out of which 90 will 

be expatriates~ The second phase of expansion will take ou1put to 

8 m. metres and employment will reach a total of 400. The enterprise 

is expected to secure some 38. per ·cent of 'its requir&men~s o-:f( grey cloth 

from within the Ivory Coast~ Production is expected to start 

sometime in the second half of 1968. 
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G:...J2TER V 

TEXTILE INIDSTRIES IN· SENEGAL 

124. The traditional ln::::nd-ueo..vins s0ctor in is Bme.ll . in J:>elaticn 

to the size of the market, and in any case, in the absence of·1,.,ca1ly 

grown cotton it is almost entirely free from dependence on handspun 

yarn. Its total consumption of yarn is unlikely to have exceeded 800 

metric tons of yarn, cotton and others, per year since l963o 

125. The modern sector presently comprises of the following units: 

(i) ICOTAF and Manufactures de Rufisque, two affiliated companies 

in Dakar, have spinning and weaving plants, supplemented in 

the case of ICOTAF by a blanket-manufacturing plant; 

(ii) Another spinning plant, Cotonniere du Cap Vert located at 

Thiaroye, is also a doubler of yarns and manufacturer of 

threads and fishing nets; 

(iii) SOTIBA and Simpafric are two printing and finishing plants, 

the former catering specifically to the output of ICOTAF and 

Rufisque, the spinning and weaving plants; 

(iv) Etablissement Rene Tardy and T.M.S. are the two main knitting 

establishments; and 

(v) Finallyj there is the blanket-making plant of Societe Cotoniere 

Transoceaniqueo 

In subsequent sections eaoh of these groups is reviewed in some detailo 

ICOTAF and Manufactures d.e Rufis_g,~. 

126. ICOTAF was established in 1951, and started production in 1953. 

Presently, the plant possesses 11,500 spindles; 100 looms of wide reed 

space capable of weaving cloths up to 140 em,. (60tt) width; a dye-house 

with an annual capacity of 3.6 m.metres7 and a cotton blanket manufacturing 

plant which produces approximately 250, 000 bl':?nkc.ts J:;cr :.,~car. 
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127. The output of ICOTAF consists of 140 om. wide cloths (2,2 momet.~es 

per year); of drills, Ol'atonnes 7 percales., guinea o.loth and heavy canvas 

for a lobal shoe-making factory; and blankets as well as yarn for sale. 

128. The factory employs 550 employees~ 

129. Rufisque is affiliated to ICOTAF and started production in 1953. 

Presently, it has 9,000 spindles, 100 looms of smaller width than ICOTAF, 

and a ;r:;;.:;:-;.,:. processing plant. Its annual output is reported to be in 

the region of 5.5 million metres and consists of cretonnes, greys and 

guinean cloth. Emplcynent is reported to be in the region of 350. 

Cotonni~re du Caj? Vert 

130. Cap Vert is a small spinning plant - 5,000 spindles, 2,600 doubling 

spindles.- a!J.d produces strings, fishing nets, hosiery and possibly a 

small amount of threads for sale,. Its annual prod.u,o'liion of• yarn is placed 

around 250 m. tons 1 considerably short of its capacity of 400 m•tons• 

About 80, l·J'r cont·~~f~ its· ou'tpi:J.j; in_be:'..i(;ved. to .l?e used for various ~rtis:~'ll-:-,1 
and'i~~strial uses, and the balance is utilized for the making of 

fishing nets and threads. 

131. SOTIBA was founded in 1952 in order to process the grey products 

cf ICOTAF and Rufisque. 

132. It has bleao:'.ing, dyeing and finishing departments with a reported 

ccpacity of treating l;l m.metres per year; and a thread bleaching, dyeing, 

finishing and packaging plant. 

133. It is reported to employ about 300 persons. 

134. Simpafric, on the other hand, is a roller printing plant (with allied 

depar~ments) with an annual capacity of 6 m.metres and a current annual 

output of 5 million metres. Simpafrio affords employment to 100 employees. 

The company was established in 1957. 

135. Founded in 1956, ERT has 14 modern knitting looms and employs 60 

persons. T.M.s., the smaller of the two plants, was founded in 1961 
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and has plans to expand. The production of both plants consists of 

underpants, undershi.:rts and T-shirts, and is placed at 1.5 milli<'n 

garments (some 250 m. tons) per year presently. 

Sooiete Cutonnicre Transoceanique 

136, SCT was founded in 1957 and production started to come to the 

market in the beginning of 1959· SCT manufactures a wide range of 

blankets, and production was estimated early in the 1960ts at 420,000 

blankets per year. The factory is capable of processing all kinds of 

waste, cotton, wool, jute, and rayon staple; and rags of all kinds of 

textile materials. 

137, The output consists of cotton blankets as well as mixed blankets 

in both single and multiple colours. Approximately 8q p~r cent ~f ita output 

is devoted to lower prioe productswhich comprise the mass-end of the 

market. The balance o.f its output consists of higher prioe products 

and very large blankets which· are bought· by other sectors of the market, 

138. The reported employment is 220 Africans, and the plant is also 

reported to be working on a 2~hifts per day basis. 

139. It might be recalled that ICOTAF also possesses a blanket-making 

plant,. which has 16 looms. 
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140, Table 5.U; summo .. rizus; the trends in the main categories of outw.t 

TABLE )ol 

Trmds in Tuxtile Output in Sonog:J,l, 1953 to.......:.~ 

(metric tons) . illl 1:.2..2§_ 12.2.2. 1960 1963 .1:.2M. 1965]} 

Yarns for sale 

Cloth 

of which, 

Prints 

Blankets 

Total outpu~of yarn 
. \ :·. 

90 

nil 

N.A. 

556 300 359 646 360 308 

710 967 1,211 1,178 1,213 1,092 

N.A. 3ooY 
209 209 

N.A.l,380 

N.A. 

292 

N.A • 

N.A. . soc)./ 
258 245 

N.A. 1,700 

N.A~ 

237 

l4l. It will thus be seen that, with the exception of prints,. the output 

... si tuatio~ in. Senegal has remained rs'tat"ionar;y for practical .PurpoS.'FS 

since 1960. Some factors arising from the situation and explanatory 

of it at least to an extent, are dealt with in the next section. However, 

prior to that it might ue useful to set out the extent of disappointment 

by C')ffipnring the rt-sults onvis:::,ged in the Second Plnn f.)r the Year. 

1964 with actualitiesg 

Total output of yarn 

Weaving output 

Output of prints 

Plan Anticipations 
·for 1964 __ 

4,160 m. 

3,430 

1,730 

tons 
II 

II 

Actuals and Estimates 
for 1964 

1,700 m. 

. 1,092 

800 

tons 
II 

11 

]} Official. data Tor the first ten months of 1965 has been raised·····~. 
proportionally. 

y Data from Deuxiellle. Plan Quadrien:aal de Developpement Economigue et 
Social, 1965-1969, .Republic du Seneg""l, p. 53 

dJ Estimated 

Sources~ (1) 

(2) 

Bulletin Statistigue et Economigue Mensuel, Republigue du 
Senegal March 1961 and November 1965 
Estimate for prints for 1964 is derived, in very rough terms, 
from the situation described earlier in the text. 
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A Partial Examination of Factors in the Stagnation in the Modern Textile Sector 

142. In the first place, it appears that in the wake of independence and 

the attendant loss of Dakar 1 s status as capital of French West Africa, 

Senegal lost a number of political and economic advantages the country 

previously held. It is not prop~sed to examine these factors or to assess 

their significance, but it is sufficient to mention that in Senegal these 

are regarded as a major element in the situation. 

143. In the direct conteLt of textile industries, however, several analyses 

can· be offered. 

144. The industry, on the whole, is working at extremely low levels of 

output per machine, and was probably doing so at all times in its ~st~r7. 

Its current output of yarn (for 1964) per spindle in place is not more 

than 65 kilograms per year in contrast to the extremely moderate standard 

of 115 kg, attained by the Ni5erian industry and is a mere one-fourth 

or so of the level attained by Gonfreville in Ivory Coast. It is difficult, 

in the state of available information, to apportion the blame between 

(l) fewer hours of work per year, (2) less efficient use of machinery, 

(3) lower·.:: levels of employeG :."Tid supervisory capacities, :::'.llcL' (4) the condi t:..on 

of tho machinery. fut the final result is a compelling, adverse verdict, 

indicative of very high overheads. 

145. The wage and salary expense of the industry is distinctly on the 

high side, and the data analysed below for 1959 is likely to present 

an under-estimate of the situation in 1966. 

TiiBLE 5· 2 

Comparative "Wages and Salary" Levels in Three West African Cr:;untries 

Averago wage and salary 
per employee 

Senegal 
(1959) 

US$1 9 195 

Ivory Ccast 
( 1961) 

804 

Nigeria 
( 1963) 

549 

Note~ Thc: .. d..D.ta for S.en8ga;L is dcrivGd from m:.tional accom1.ts, and dividud 
b;y the highost ustim:::.to of workers. The r~.;sul t involves some 
undcrst:::,tcmc.:nt. 
Ivory Co,;.st c.nd Nig .. rict figuros hccV8 buun ostablishud oo.rlier in 

the text. 
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146. Since 1959, w~ge and sal~ry levels in Soneg~l!/ have moved up 

further by r;.t lee..st 25 per o~:mt, -and a more realistic oompe.rison for 

1963 is likely to bo 2, figure a.round. $1,500 1 c>,lmost throe times tho 

L. .. v-:1 ourront in Nigcric: ... 

147. There is prime, f0cie CC'..SO ·that tho man:machL:.c r"'tios c.re low: 

r,round 85-105 men por million y:> .. rds of finc..l {not gre;ys alone) output, 

very broadly comparable to (and possibly worse than) those obtaining 

in the Nigerian industry. In other word~ there is a basic inconsistency 

b0twccn the mang machine r~tios obtaining and tho average level of 

emoluments per omployoo in tho Senegalese textile complex. 

l48. The unviable ne-ture of Senegalese costs is rvflcoted in the fooling 

in industrial circles that 11somo commonly usod c,rticles could justifi:::.bly 

be given 100 por cent protc,ction. 11?} The itc,ms spc,cifically mentioned c.re 

drills weighing less than 500 grams per metre, cotton yn.rn and cotton 
L. 

bl2.nkots. 

Extent of Reliance on Imports 

149. Excluding the feeding of locally made greys l'..S inputs intn the 

printing industry, it is broadly estimated that tho gross output (3,400 

m.tons) of the textile industries, modern and traditional, formed 27 per corit 

of the 1964 volume. of imports, viz., 12, 416 m. tons. Not of the import 

content, the contribution of local industries (3,035 m.tons) would be 

P.round 24 per cent • . In terms of the tot ::::'.1 market, the gross she.:re of 

loc::>..l industries would be 21 pur cent and the net share would be slightly 

loucr e.t 19 por oen t. 

M,;.rch~s Tropicaux ct Medi terraneens gives a grr'..phio account of the 
wage and sc..l?.ry position in SonegP.l at the beginning of 1964, l'Thich 
by implication points to a greater differentiv,l between NigGrir:. 
and Senegal then is allowed for in the text. 

See special Number on tho Sonog:::.lose :i:hrkut, English version, 24 
October 1964, pp, 70-71. 

gj Ibid., p. 108. 
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CHAPTER VI 

TEXTILE J:lii'DUSTRIES IN GHANA 

The Traditional Sector 

150. The traditional l:e.nd-i-ro:wing sector of Ghana produces a remal;'kable 

cloth, the kente, which is both very expensive and has an exceptionally 

high weight per square yard. A mere indication of the unusual dimen

sions one is dealing with are provided by a look at the statistics of 

imports of imitation kente cloth. In 1962, the weight per square 

yard exceeded 9 ounces, and the c.i.f. value per square yard was 5 to 

6 times as high as the average value for other imported cloth. Genuine 

kente cloths, first woven on handlooms in 911 wide strips, often weigh 

as much as 10 lbs. per ;piece (3.5 yds. x 3.0 yds.) or just less than 16 

ounces to the square yard. Typical women's kente cloths are sold in 

the retail at prices ranging between QL, 15 to 35, and reacbiag in the 

case of the more exotic varieties to L 75 per cloth. fuen's kente cloths 

are even more ex_i)ensive and a range of Gt:. 90 to 150 was mentioned in the 

coursa of inquiries undertaken early in 1963. 

151. In otb.er words, the commonly mentioned figure of 2 million sci_uare 

yards of output per year might well represent 2 million lbs. or so of 

yarn consumpticn, all of the latter being imported. There is occasional 

reference to a small t~uanti ty of hands pun yarn being used for artisanal 

weaving in the northern parts but cotton is not a commercial crop in 

Ghana yet and the ~uantities involved probably are not of statistical 

significance. 

152. Another unusual aspect of the traditional sector lies in the fact 

that around 3;000 vlorkers are or,;anized in industrial establishments, 

distributed as follows according to plant-sizes measured by employees. 
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Kente-weaving Es-t;ablishments Distributed aocordins: 

to Volume of Emplojillent, 1963 

No. Estimated Total 
Volume of of Employment 
Employment Establishments 

1. 6 to 9 persons 23 184 

2 .. 10 to 29 persons 129 2,580 

3. 30 to 49 persons 5 185 

4· 50 to 99 persons 2 150 

Unclassified 1 .. 
Total 160 3,099 

Source~ Directory of Industrial Enterprises and Establishments, Central. 
Bureau of Statistics, Republic of Ghana, October 1963, p. 254. 
Employment is estimated on the basis of approximate mid-values. 

The Modern Sector 

153. The modern sector in the textile industries of Ghana began under 

the shadow of an adverse policy evaluation by Prof. w. Arthur Lewis in 

his famous Report on Industrialization and the Gold Coast in 1953. He 

classified the weaving of cotton and rayon as well as knitwear as 

"marginal industries 11
, and recommended a slow, three-step development,g 

11Begin with grey, spread into bleached and dyed, and start spinning; 

printing comes only when these other processes are fully established".l/ 

Subsequent thinking a-b policy-making levels, as reflected in the official 

annual Economic Surveys, incorporated this approach, and it was only around 

1958 that studies in the building up of a modern textile sector were 

taken up.Y 

!/ Quoted from pag3 6 of the Report, published by the Gold Coast 
Government, 1953. 

g/ The Economic Survey, 1958, reported (p.41) that negotiations were in 
hand for the establishment of a textile mill. The survey for 1959, p. 42, 
reported studies being made for a textile printing plant. 
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154. In the meanwhile, a:n enterprising Lebanese firm vras in the process 

of setting up a towel-weaving plant, >ihich was to become the forerunner 
' . . . . . 

of the modern textile complex. As of 1966, the modern sector consists 

of' the f'ollouing: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Two ·sp:l.":rming, weaving and finishing plants are located in 

Tema•Y 
~ 

One textile printing and finishing plant is also located in. 

Tema; 

The Millet Corporation runs a towel-weaving plant in Accra; 

The Ghana Blanket Jl:i:anufacturing Co., runs a blanket-making 

plant, based on the import of' tubular waste yarns; 

The Intra-Knitting Works runs a. major knitting factory, and 

is possibly supplemented by some very small units. 

155. The following sections review the major developments. 

The·Composite Plants 

156. The Ghana Textiles Hanufacturing Company was set up in the course 

of the early 1950's as a small weaving plant with 38 looms and producing 

only grey baft. By 1962 it had gro1m, possessed looms varyingly reported 

as 120 or 188, and produced some 11.7 million square yards of grey oaf't. 

In subsequent years, bleaching and dyeing plants have been added,g/ 

among other equipment. A ma,jor expansion is currently in progress, and 

by the end of' l766, it is expected to possess 546 looms, matching spinning 

equipment which 1dll make it entirely independent of imported yarns, and 

finishing equipment other than roller printing, The total capacity will 

be 25 million square yards, and at that stage the total fixed capital 

!/ The construction of a further composite complex at Juapang near the 
Akosombo dam was stopped v1hen close to completion. The plant - in
volving an investment of Gb 1.75 million under a technical and economic 
agreement with the Government of Mainland China and designed to have an 
annual capacity of 20 million square yards - was close to completion. 
See Marches Tropicaux et Mediterraneens, 26 March 1966, p. 963. 

?} The output has also diversified. Shirtings were 33 per cent of the 
total output in 1964; and the new expansion will enable the manufacture 
of tussore drills, including khaki drills. 
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involved will be somewhat over G~ 2.5 million, or an initial investment 

of US$ 280,000 to a million yards of final output. The plant is believed to 

be completely owned by private overseas Chinese interests. 

157. The other composite plant at Tema was started under State auspices 

and was initially based on a pre-financing arrangement with S.A.C.M., 

a French company and its affiliates. Eventually, the Anglo-Dutch Textile 

Investigation Group (ADATIG) in which Unilever have an interest bought 

a 49 per cent interest in the plant, and the Government of Ghana, in a 

kind of swap agreement, acquired a 49 per cent interest in the Lever 

Brothers soap factory at Tema. As of now, the Government of Ghana there

fore ho~ds a 51 per cent interest in the factory, which came into opera

tion sometime in the second half of 1965. The plant is operated by the 

ADATIG group under a management contract which provides for a commission 

based on sales. 

158. The plant has 20,000 spindles, 480 automatic looms, a full-fledged 

finishing plant complete with roller !Jrinting machines and two screen

printing machines. The printing capacity is adeq_uate for the entire 

output potential of 20 million square yards, and this is certainly one 

factor explaining the high capital cost, Gla 3.5 million or US$ 490,000 

per million yards of final output. It is not possible to determine what 

contribution, if any, to the high capital cost arises out of the maze 

of financial arrangements which attended the eventual fruition of the 

project. 

159. The plant is now believed to be running at its full capacity and is 

reported to employ 1,200 workers. It is surmised that this implies a 

ratio of 65 employees or so to one million yards of final output, a 

ratio which ie much better than 92 employees per one million yar'ds in 

the Nigerian industry, which in any case does a lower proportional 

amount of final J)rocessing including printing. 

160. As indicated earlier, the erection of the Chinese-supported composite 

mill has stopped short of completion, and no decisions have yet been 

taken on commissioning it into operation. This factory, equipped with 
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machinery from Mainland China, was likely to have realized one of the 

lowest ratios of inves~ment to output (US$ 245 ,ooo per .one mi~lion 

yards of final output) in the last ten years in the West African sub

region. 

The Printing Plant at Tema 

161. Wholly State-o1med, the printing and finishing plant at Tema. has 

a capacity of 7 million square yards, and an investment outlay of 

Git 1.030 million. The ratio of investment to output is thus of the 

order of US$ 400,000 to one million yards,whioh compares favourably 

with similar plants set up in recent years in Ivory Coast. The plant 

was built under a pre-financing arrangement with a British firm, and has 

taken more than 5 years to set up. The plant began production on a com

mercial scale in the beginning of 1966. 

The Towel Manufacturing Plant 

162. The plant, based on imported yarns, started operations around 1960. 

It had25 looms of 6411 reed space around 1962 and is believed to have 

expanded since. In 1964, output was reported to be 3."3 million pieces 

of all sizes, or around 300 million tons. Employment in 1964 averaged 

241 persons. 

The Blanket .Manufacturing Plant 

163. The blanket-making plant is also based on imported yarns. The 

initial investment was of the order of Ga 150,000 and annual capacity 

was rated at 450,000 blankets per year. Expansion was envisaged at . 

that stage which would take output to an annual level of 1.25 million 

blankets. The latter target does not seem to have been realized, 

however, and in 1964 output (82,000 blankets) was well below capacity, 

even after taking into account the oper~tion of the plant over a period 

of only seven months or so. 

The Knitting Industrl 

164. The Intra-Knitting Works, the largest factory of its kind, opened 

in October 1964. It involved an investment of G*- 50,000, and its output 
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per year is unlikely to exceed 80 to 90 million tons per year. Some 

small-scale capacity is additionally known to exist, but available 

information peroits only the generalization that its total output is 

not likely to equal that of the Intra-Knitting 1-r orks. 

Trendt:~ in output 

165. Any quantified assessment of output of significance will be 

feasible only when the data for 1966 come to be collected, because 

it is only in 1966 that the total investment of G~ 9 million in the 

composite plants and the printing plant would have had, for the larg_e 

part, an opportunity of reflecting itself in the volume and composi

tion of output. 

166. The following table indi~ates the broad movements up to 1964, 
and is necessarily reflective of the limited character of the industry 

up to that date. 

167. Inasmuch as the entire output is based on imported yarns, the 1964 
output of textiles net of imports is a non-existent quantity. In 

gross terms, heme-based textile tonnage forms 12.49 per cent of the 

1962 level of imports 22,328 million tons. 

168. The established capacity of the composite plants will be 45 million 

yardE! ilL the. end of the current year; and inclusive of the interrupted 

plant, 65 million square yards. Out of this total 20 million yards will 

be capacity for prints. The printing plant constitutes another capacity 

for 7 million sq_uare yards of prints. On the basis of full-scale opera

tion, this should imply a capa:cityof the order of 7,600 million tons 

·· ·· per yea.r·,-·or an ·annual output (say from 1967 onwards) four times as 

la.rge•as·in 1964 from the modern sector. The preceding paragraph, on 

extent of .reliance on imports in 1964, has to be seen in this context. 

169. The gross output, at ex-factory prices, in 1964 is not likely to 

have exceeded G~ 2 million (or US$ 5.6 million), and value added is 

likely to have been of the order of G~ 400,000 (or US$ 1.12 million). 
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TABLE 6.2 

Trends in Textile Output, Ghana, 1962 to 1964 

1962 

1. Output of cloth (m.sq.yds.) 1.17 
of which: 

greys 1.17 
bleached shirting Nil 

2. Output of cloth expressed 
as estimated tonnage (metric) 150 

3. Output of towels 

- No. of pieces N.A. 

-Estimated tonnage (metric) N .A. 

4. Output of blankets 

- No. of Units Nil 

-Estimated tonnage (metric) Nil 

5· Estimated output of 

knitwear in knitting factory 
(metric tons) Nil 

6. Output in the hand-weaving 
sector (million tons) 900 

7. Total output of textiles in 
the modern sector ~1 
(million tons) 25~ 

8. Total output (million tons) 1,150 

1963 

8.0 

N.A. 

N.A.. 

.l,,OOO 

N.A. 

N.A. 

Nil 

Iifil 

Nil 

900 

1,200 

2,100 

1964 

12.5 

3.3 million 

300 

82,000 

19 

20 

900 

Sources: . Industrial Statistics, 1962-1964, Republic of Ghana, p. 82, Table 49. 
As estimated in the text. 
Conversions into tonnage are based on ratios common in West Africa. 

!}:/ Includes an allowance for the output of towels. 
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TEXTILE IUDUSTFIES OTIBH COUNTRIES OP TEE SUB-REGION 

Guinea 

170. The textU8 co:uplex in Guinea consists of a single _plant in the 

modern socto:t·, a::1d it we,s officially inaugurated. in May 1966, after 

initial exJ,;e::.'~n.~v:i..ons that the plant would be in a position to commence 

operations in Udober 1965" 

171, 1rh8 pl~mt will be commissioned in stages and vrill eventually 

produce 24 :.nHlion SY.uare metres of fabric per year (29 million sq_uare 

yardr"') ~ antl the ant ,rill hc,ve 22, COO spindles:) 780 looms' and a 

-jloachine;, dyeing, printing and finishing department. 

172" The icrestment involved is of the order of 13 3§5 million (or 

US$ 304,000 per r.Jillion yards of final output of cloth), and the 

building of the e.nt is entrusted to Platt Bros. of England who are 

heading a consortium of British firms, and the latter, in turn, are 

backed by coverage f'rotii .the Export Credit Guarantee Department of the 

United Kingdom. 

17 3. This will be the first ant in the ,I est African sub-region to use 
1 I 

imported cotton:::.! (in the first place, cotton from the United States 

under P .L. 480), .tllii it is hoped that eventually cotton grown in Guinea 

will replace it. 

174. The plant will employ 1,200 persons and about 36 expatriates in 

addition. 

175. The output of the traditional hand-weaving sector in Mali is, an 

important dimension, :placed around 2,400 metric ·tons, derived as 

follows~ 

0utput fro~ handspun cotton yarn 

Uutput fl'·~!:l hands:pun wool yarn 

Output from imported cotton yarn 

1/ From outside the sub-regiono 

1,995 ootri~ tons 

250 metric tons 

790 metric tons · 
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The total output of hand-weavers is thus estimated around 2,400 metric 

tons,Y or around 18.4 million metres. The output, in the main, tal::es 

two forms~ mixed fabrics of cotton and wool used as coverings weighing 

about one kilo each, and "kassas 11 which ;;eigh around 1.4 kilos :r;;er piece. 

176. In their planning of the State-owned textile plant at Segou the 

market afforded for yarn by hand-weavers has been taken into account. 

177. The proposed factory will be constructed in financial and technical 

co-operation with Nainland China, and will involve an investment of 

1,000 million Mali francs or Us~; 4.03 million, and will go into opera

tion probably sometime in 1967. 

178. The mill vrill have the following equi.pment~ 

20,000 spindles; 

4,500 doubling s~indles; 

384 lOOffiSj and 

a ~yeing, bleaching and finishing department. 

179. The output will consist of about 2,000 metric tons of textiles, 

distributed as follows~ 

. 800 

350 

800 

metric tons of yarn for sale) 

metric tons of grey cloth; and 

metric tons of bleached and dyed cloth. 

180. In alternative tern1s, the output of cloth will be in the neighbour

hood of 10 million square yarus per year. Emplo~Jent of the order of 

600 workers is envisaged. 

181. The traditional hand-weaving sector is of minor importance in the 

economy of Togo. Thus, yarn consumption by hand-weavers was valued at 

a mere francs CFA 26 million or US~ 105,000 some years back?g/ and the 

l/ The above assessment relates to 1959. But the imports of yarn indicate 
the general validity of the analysis for 1964. rrhe fact that the proposed 
complex will also produce 800 metric tons of yarn for sale sup1;orts the 
acceptance of the ly59 analysis. Details are taken from Comptes Econo
miques de la Republique du 2·Iali, 1959, pat;es 53, and 66 et seq. 

g/ See Banque Centrale des Etats de 1 1Afrique de 1 1 ouest, Comptes Economi
ques, Togo, 1956-1957-1958, p. 130. 
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original intentionY of producing 50 metric tons of yarn for sale was 

dropped in working out the details of the composite textile plant. 

182. The composite plant at Dadja, in the heart of the cotton-growing 

regions 95 km north of Lome consists of lO,OOO spindles, 300 looms, 

and a bleaching, dyeing, printing and finishing plant. The plant was 

inaugurated in lllarch 1966, and has an annual capacity of over 6 million 

square metres. 

183. The company (Ste d'Industrie Textile Togolaise) has a capital of 

fra.ncs.CFA 248 million, or US$ 1.05 million, less than a quarter of the 

total investment of francs CFA 1,100 million, or US$ 4.46 million. The 

investment works out to US$ 743,000 per one million yards of final out

put in contrast to the level in Nigerian industry, viz., US$ 380,000 per 
. ' -

one million yards. On the other hand, its projected level of employment 

·df 550 employees,gj implies an over-all employee g output ratio com

parable with the Nigerian industry. 

184. The capital has been subscribed to in the following manner: 

Private West German interests 60 per cent; 

Republic of Togo 25 per cent; and 

Private Togo lese interests 15 per cent. 

185. The gap between investment and the registered capital has been 

bridged by financing obtained through West German financial and credit 

guarantee institutions.;i 

Upper Volta 
. 

186. The traditional hand-weaving sector in Upper Volta is of consider-

able size, and in fact, will form the demand on which the proposed 

textile plant w·ill be based. 

!/ See Plan de Developpement Economique et Social, 1966-1970, pp. 199-200. 
y' Ibid. 

]/ B.C.E.A.o., Conjuncture Economique Togolaise, Notes d 1 Information et 
Statistiques, No. 13, December 1964, p. 17. 
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187. The hand-weaver depends on.hand-spun yarn prepared by women during 

the slack season in farming activities from local cotton. The vOlUilie 

of this category of yarn consumption is estimated variously at 1,200 -

1, 30r)} metric tons and 1, 50Q!} . metria tons. In addition, the hand

weaver uses all of the imported cotton yarn. In 1964, this amounted to 

550 metric tons, ~d total consumption/output in 1964 is thus placed 

/at around 2,000 metrio tons. An important sub-sector in the tradi

tional group is the presence of an active group of dyers whose gross 

turnover was estimated~ in 1962 at around francs CFA 90 million or 

US$ 365,000. 

188. The textile mill, although a composite mill in name, is in the 

main directed to catering to the demand for yarn posed by the tradi

tional sector. As such, the plant will consist of 4,800 spindles, only. 

16 looms,i/ and a dyeing plant. The plant will be located at Ouagadougou. 

189. The company (VOLTEX) was formed in January 1961 and consists of the 

following subscribers to its capital of francs CFA 300 million: the 

Government of Upper Volta (40 per cent); Gonfreville (25 per cent); 

C.F.D.T., an organization interested in raw cotton in a number of 

French-speaking West African countries (10 per cent); and a number of 

other interests (25 per cent), including le Banque Nationale de Develop

pement. The capital - francs CFA 300 million - forms however only one

third of the total investment envisaged, viz. francs CFA 900 million 

(or US$ 3.65 million), a figure ~hich includes working capital. The 

gap between capital and investment will be bridged by long-term fin

ancing from agencies like FAC, CCCE and the Kreditanstaldt. 

190. The FED (Fonds Europeans de Developpement) participates in an indirect 

manner by agreeing to finance the setting up of a central thermal plant 

for electrifying Ouagadougou. 

y Bureau Interriat:l.o:na.le de Travail, Rapport au Gouvernement de la Republique 
de Haute-Volta sur l 1 Artisant a Ougadougou, Bobo-Dioulasso et Leur 
Environs, 1962, p. 17. 
S.E.D.I.A.c., L1 Industrialisation de la Haute-Volta, June 1962, p. 62. 

Etude sur d 1 Artisant Voltaique par S.A.T.E.C., Feb.-March, 1962, P• 28, 
(Republique de Haute-Volta). 

y These however will be of very large width, possibly 64" reedspace. 
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191. Inferences ;;.bou"ii the scale of activities of the tradi tiona! sector 

tend to be highly speculative and are not based on adequate data. Thus, 

Comptes Economiques 1 1959,!/ assessed total annual output at only francs 

CF.P.. 22.4 million or US$ 91,000 and suggested that 30 per cent of it was 

marketed, the rest being self-consumed by the producers. On the other 

hand, a study by textile technicians~ granted the difficulty of making 

estimates, and yet came up with a partial estimate which could be in

terpret8d to mean an over-all value of output between francs CFA 400 to 

500 million or US$ 1.6 to 2.0 million. 

192. Anyway, the over-all import of industrial yarns is comparatively 

small, 170 met~ic tons in 1962, and in the studies of the ~ossibilities 

of setting up a textile complex, the Banque de Developpement de la 

Republique du Niger has consistently worked on the assumption that the 

plant should be a composite one, relying on local cotton, but directed 

to the production of cloth, as the final output. 

193. The Bank has visualized a project]/ in the following terms. A com

posite plant, with an annual output of 1,200 million tons (say, some 

10 million square yards), is estimated to involve a total fixed capital 

expenditure of francs CFA 1,250 million, of which 75 per cent will be 

on imported items, and the balance will represent local expenditure. 

Annual output will result in a turnover of francs CFA 600 million (or 

a capital g output ratio of 2gl, and fixed investment of US$ 506,000 

per one million yards of final output of cloth), out of which value 

!/ Republique du Niger, Secretariat d'Etat aux Relations avec les Etats 
de la Communaute, January 1961; see Annex I, page 45. 

~ Deputed by S.E.D.I.A.c., on request of the Governments of Niger, Upper 
Volta, Chad and Cameroon. ·The study is entitled "Implantation 
d'Artisants Industrials du Tissage en Afriqueg Niger, Tchad, Cameroun, 
Haute-Volta", January 1964, pp. 8 and 32. The main basis of the esti
mate is controversial (pp. 21-22). Thus, it is estimated that there are 
25,000 marriages a year and that a bride takes six blankets (or cover
ings) to her husband's family, giving a total annual output of 150,000 
coverings. 

]/ Exercise 1964, pa.ge 42. 
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added 1-Iill constitute 50 per cent or francs ClPA 300 million. Financial 

.charges are expected, in the exercise, to amount to ll per cent of the 

gross output (sales). HoHever, the import content of the annual current 

expenditure is visualized at only 10 per cent. 

194. Subsequent to the above exercise a scheme has been worked out in 

financial and tectmical co-operation with an Italian firm(s), involving 

12,000 spindles and 300 looms)/ The annual output is expected to be 2,000 

metric tons per year,g/ and the investment is foreseen at francs CFA 

1,500 to 2,000 million or US~ 6.1 to 8.0 million. No other details are 

available at the time of preparing this study. Construction is to com

mence in 1967 and output is expected to start flowing in 1969. 

Dahomey 

195. A project has been mooted in collaboration with the French company, 

S .A.C .M. The mill vdll be a composite unit~ 5,000 spindles and 100 

looms. Although no specific details are available, the inference from 

the high ratio of spindles to a loom is that a part of the output of 

yarn will be available to the small traditional sector. 

Liberia 

196o At one stage in 1965, it was reportedl/ that the Lebanese trading 

community was interested in the setting up of a textile factory, and 

further that the idea had approval in principle from the President of 

the Republic. No progress has however been reported. 

1/ Details of equipment and nationality of co-sponsors from industries 
et Travaux d1 Outre-mer, January 1)166, p. 13. 

gj This and subsequent details are quoted from a statement by the 
President of the Republic, as reported in Enterprises et Developpe
ment Africain (Afrique Service), No. 150, 6 July 1966, page D. 

1/ See Africa South of the Sahara, Agence France-Presse, No. 1188, 
20 July 1965, P• 18. 
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197. Interest in setting up a textile plant, on the part of vrivate 

interests, has been reported several times.l/ But the only tangible 

development to date has been the formation of a company, Sierra Leone 

Knitting Mills Ltd., which ••ill set up a knitting plant. 

1l~auri tania and Gambia 

198. No information is available on any textile plants, projects or 

plans. 

!/ Barclays Bank, Overseas Survey, 1964, reported a proposal under 
consideration. In its issue of 1 May 1965, irlest Africa reported 
interest ori the part of a US firm (p. 486). 
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CHkPTER VIII 

Rltll'IO.NALE OF RAPID IMPORT SUBSTITUTion 

The Logic of Import Substitution 

199. Powerful economic reasons dictate a policy of rapid development 

of the textile .industries in the West African sub-region. Indeed, the 

present and projected development - involving a total fixed capital 

expenditure of over US$ 227 million - is an indication of the growing 

recognition of the economic sense of pushing import substitution in the 

matter of textile supplies. Ho-wever, it is also clear that the total 

of present and projected capacity- around 70,000 metric tons -.is a 

fraction of the current level of imports, around 146,000 metric tons 

in terms of yarn. 

200. The main factors in favour of a rapid policy of import substitution 

are, briefly, as follov1sg 

201. In the first place, as a sub-region the countries of West Africa. 

currently produce more than 70,000 metric tons of cotton fibre, the 

bulk of which is exported.!/ 

202. The possibilities of growing additional supplies of cotton in the 

sub-region as a whole without a necessarily adverse effect on the export 

trade of the sub-region with the outside wurld have been favourably 

commented upon by the }i'l~o}J In many French-speaking countries of the 

sub-region - Ivory Coast and Guinea, to quote only two examples - major 

efforts are on the way in the immediate present.l/ In other words, the 

presence, current and potential, of cotton supplies within the sub-region 

taken as a whole is a highly permissive, cost-saving factor.&/ 

!/ The sub-region's output of cotton fibre amounted to 62,800 metr~o tons 
over 1959-61, and exports amounted to 45,400 metric tons. Details from 
FAO, West African Pilot Study of Agricultural Development, 1960-1975, 
Vol. II, Table IV.3.5, p. 171. 

gj Ibid., Part I, p. 52. 

l/ For a quick resume. of the current situation, and the nea.r~doubling of out
put of the commercial sector in cotton production in six French-speaking 
countries in the sub-region during 1956 to 1963, see B,C.E,A.C,, Rapport 
d 1 Activi te, 1964, pp. 120-125. 

~ See the section dealing with costs of operation in the Chapter on 
Nigerian t~xtile industries. 
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203. The ravr material equation is further reinforced by possibilities o:f 

creating within the sub-region sources of man-made raw materials of both 

cellulosic and non--cellulosic origin. The possibilities are detailed in 

a study!/ on chemical and ~harmaceutical industries. 

204. Secondly, the nature of the factors involved in the comparatively 

high costs of production current presently, and the limited extent of 

the differential when compared 1-ri th fair c. i. f. prices of comparable 

imports are both indicative of the potential of the "\i est _.,._frican textile 

industries to be fully comiJeti tive on a basis of viable costs. rJ:he high 

man g machine ratios general in the sub-region, the cor,lj)aratively low 

uage per worker, the feasibility of operating 1nachinery for longer hours 

and thereby reducing the incidence of financial charges and overhead 

costs generally per unit of output - all these a.'.1d several other factors 

also point to the capacity for viable costs. It is true that the hope 

is not a current, generalized realization, but establishments in Ivory 

Coast have managed to realize the hope, and also built a substantial 

export trade to their neighbours, and so have individual plants in the 

Nigerian industry. 

205-. Thirdly, the n'eed for import substitution has to be seen in the con

text of the over-all increase in the demand fur textiles~ even when 

assessed on a conservative basis. This assessment is ,;,Jrovided in a sub

sequent chapter l1 and the details are best consid.erecl there. :But the 

impending need over the years 1965 to l9bO, to provide an additional 

l ,200 million yards has to be l'l"eighed in the background of the various 

restraints on the rate of increase in the capacity to export raw materials 

at adequate prices and the surging claims of other categories of demand 

on the foreign exchange till. 

206. Fourthly, it is obvious that the textile industry can provide one 

of the largest elements in industrialization in the next decade and a 

half or two, both in terms of output and emfloyment as well as in the 

augmentation of the pool of indus trial skills. 

1/ E/CN.l4/INR/109. 
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207. IPinally, the arithmetic of import substitution 1 delineated in the 

next section, is indicative of its cQpacity to generate an extensive 

flou of investible resources in terms of foreign exchange savings over 

the life-time of an investment in textiles. 

The Arithmetic of Import Substitution 

208. Table 8.1 summarizes the over-all implications in terms of the out

lay of foreign exhcnage on an investment in the textile industry. 

209. The exercise is worked out on the basis of current experience in 

the Nit;;erian composite industry and is related to a mill ion yards of 

final output. 

210. The basic assumptions are typical in some respects and severe in 

other respects, and are stated beloug 

(i) The fixed capital expenditure for a million yards of capacity 

(and output) is envisaged at US$ 380,000. 

(ii) Equity is visualized at one-third of' the fixed capital expendi

ture, i.e. US~ 127,000] the balance US$ 253,000 is contributed 

by supi_)l ier finance 1 a fairly typical experience in Nigeria . 

and other COtL.1tries of the sub-region. 

(iii) Supplier finance is implied to involve (a) higher initial 

price for the plants? (b) repayment of the principal over a 

period of seven years after the plant goes into operation? c:.nd. 

(c) interest on the reducing balance is allowed for an annual 

rate of 8 ~er cent. Thus, over the seven-year ~eriod after 

the plant goes into operation, the servicing of the sup1:lier 

finance will cover (l) repayment of USS9 253,000, the principal 1 

and (2) Us,,: 81,200 in interest charges. The total repayment 

will thus involve us:~ 334,200 anc~ this is taken into ac8ount 

by making an annual provision of us:~ 48,000 for a period of 

seven years. 

(iv) Recurring foreign exchange costs are calculated on the basis of 

Nigerian experience as follous~ 



(a) Cotton is home-grown. 
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(b) Employee remuneration costs are broken up into salaries 

and wages paid to nationals on the one-hand and to ex

patriates on the other. Uf the payments made to expatriates, 

remittance abroad is deemed to account for one-third, and 

it is further argued that the pattern of expatriate con

sumption expenditure will involve an additional foreign 

exchange expenditure amounting to about 26 per cent of 

the unremitted portion of expatriate remuneration. This 

is deemed to be a generous provision in vie>v of the fact 

that the foreign exchange outlay is measured in c.i.f. 

prices whereas consumer expenditure will take place in 

terms of substantially higher retail prices. 

Likewise, it is assumed that employee remuneration paid 

to the nationals will lead to a foreign exchange outlay 

arising out of their expenditure as consumers. This is 

taken at 10 per cent of the total emoluments, and is also 

obviously stated in terms of c. i. f. prices. 

(c) Thirty per cent of the costs of raw materials other than 

cotton is treated as derived from imports. 

(d) Uf all other industrial costs - fuel and power, stores 

and sparas, etc., about 28 per cent are taken a~ foreign 

exchange outlay, direct and indirect. 

(e) The burden of re;::,ayment of supplier finance -which in 

the sense of operation by a particular unit has to be 

met from the ~refits prior to taxation and deprecia-

tion (when this is an actual charge against gross profits, 

and not merely an accountin_; description) - is _provided 

for as indicated in item (iii) above. 
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(f) The remittance of i'rofits is worked out on the assump

.tion that the equity of us:u; 127 ,ooo (see item (ii) 

above) is provided in the ratio of 1~2 by local and 

foreign capital. It is assumed that profits do not 

attract taxation (that is only true to a limited extent 

under the investment codes, and therefore leads to over

provision for foreign exchange outlay) and that two

thirds of the profit, corresponding to the foreigner's 

stak3 in the equity, is remitted abroad. The assump

tion about su~h total remittance is obviously unreali

stic, but this only supplies greater rigour to the 

exercise. 

(v) It ~s also assumed that the oost of importill6 one million yards 

is US$ 211,760, and that the ex-factory value of producing 

similar goods is higher by 25 per cent, i.e. us~ 264,700. 

This assum.J?tion is deliberately unfair to existing ·w· eat 

African industry. 

(Vl) It is further.asslli~ed that the entire machinery is replaced 

at the end of a fifteen-year life-cycle; and that construc

tion of the plant takes 2 years in the first place, and that 

only one-half of the productive capacity is actually realized 

in the first year of operation, i.e., the third year in Table 

8,1 which follows. 
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Investment Per One 

Million Yards of Outuut and of N~t Making the Investment 

(In 1 000 US$) 

Imports of In the presence of an industrial investment Cloth in 
the absence Forei~ ExchanB:e Outla;z: 

Year of Imports Imports Financial Recurring Remittance Total 
Industrial of 
Investment of of servicing foreign of profits Imports cloth mach in- of supplier exchange 

erz finance costs 
r1] r2l r 3~ ~4l I ~1 ~ 6J r11 t3 + ~J 
1 212 212 170 nil nil nil 382 

2 212 212 83 nil nil nil 295 

3 212 106 nil 48 12 6 106 

4 212 nil nil 48 24 12 

5 212 nil nil 48 24 12 

6 212 nil nil 48 24 12 

7 212 nil nil 48 24 12 

8 212 nll nil 48 24 12 

9 212 nil nil 48 24 12 

10 212 nil nil nil 24 12 

11 212 nil nil nil 24 12 

12 212 nil nil nil 24 12 

13 212 nil nil nil 24 12 

14 212 nil nil nil 24 12 

15 212 nil nil nil 24 12 

16 212 nil 170 nil 24 12 170 

17 212 ·nil 83 nil 24 12 83 

Total 
over 3,604 530 506 336 324 162 1,036 
17 yrs. 

Source: As indicated in the text. 
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211. In other words, t:te fore:!gn exchange costs of importing instead 

of industrializing over the 17-year period are US$ 3.6 million. The 

foreign exchange cos~:.s of :Lnc.r:strializing are~ 

(a) Imports of clotb. during the period of setting 

up the pl c:,n t 

(b) Foreign exchange costs of se~vicir.s supplier 

finance 

(c) Recurring foreign exchange costs of operation 

and their indirect implications 

(d) Foreign exchange implications of total remit

tance of profits by the foreign equity holder 

(e) Foreign exchange costs of replacing the entire 

machinery at the end of the life-cycle of the 

initial investment 

(f) Total foreign exchange costs involved (a to e) 

The Implication o(In~!j Substitution 

US$ 530,000 

US$ 336,000 

US$ 324,000 

US$ 162,000 

US$ 253,000 

US$ 1,605,000 

212. The net saving in foreign exchange costs over the entire life-cycle 

of the machinery (strictly speaking, the replacement should be placed 

in the 18th and 19th years) thus comes to US$ 2 million, or 56 per cent 

of the cost of a supply based on total imports. Alternatively, even 

under conditions of supplier finance, the initial import of US$ 253,000 

in machinery can be r8peated almost eight times from the foreign ex

change savings over a ~eriod of 17 years, and possibly as many as ten 

times over if the conditions of supplier finance are no longer permit

ted to affect the initial price of subsequent investments. 

213. If it is assumed that the .~ avings in foreign exchange arise from 

the fifth year onwards and continue up to and including the fifteenth 

year (in the 16th and 17th years the machinery of the initial plant is 

being replaced), and it is further assumed that the savings are invested 

in similar investments (US~ 253,000 in foreign exchange outlay for every 

million yards of final output) llhich result in similar ratios of further 
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saving (adjusted for the lower period of time available), a further 

saving of US~ 3.8 million is arrived at in the course of the 17-year 

period. In other words, the total saving is capable of yielding about 

22 million yards of addi tiona~ capacity compared to one million yards 

of the initial investment. 

214. In practice, of course, such ratios will not be attained. Gesta

tion periods of industries taken as a whole can be notoriously longer 

than those of an individual unit3 and those of individual units might 

themselves be longer. Other condi tiona of grmfth - such as the avail

ability of the foreign exchange saving to the particular industry or 

the component of national capital needed to match the foreign exchange 

outlay - might well be insufficiently present. Or, conditions of 

profitability might be such as to deny the validity of foreign exchange 

saving as a sufficient criterion. None of these possible constraints~ 

however, is a denial of the rationale of ral;id import substitution in 

West Africa. It can only be an abridgement, major or minor, of the 

process which has been at work over more than ten years now, and for 

v<hich further scope is ample in the sub-region taken as a whole. In 

fa.ct, it is the main ?J-rguoent of the next sectiom the scope for import 

substitution with all the implications is immense in a sub-regional 

framework~ and limited if the development of textile industries in the 

sub-region is going to be a matter of merely adding up the possibil~ties 

in individual country-markets taken as separate entities. 
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CHAPTER IX 

T!ill IMPERATIVE NTI2D FOR A SUB-R:i:GIONAL FRAME1WRK 

Basic Considerations 

215. The setting out of the horizons for the development of textile 

industries must contend with three fund&mental elements in the textile 

situation. 

216. In the first place, textile markets are crowded with end-products 

running into several thousands in sheer number. The basic range of 

human needs in textiles is multiplied into a vast complex when the 

distinctions introduced by sex, age, climate, income, habits and tastes 

crisscross with each other to shape that eventual totality, the total 

demand for textiles. Thus, it has been estimatedl/that Indian textile 

mills produce over 60,000 varieties of, cloth, quite apart from the 

contributions made by millions of handlooms or the point might be made 

from the experience of developed countries in Europe. Thus sixteen member 

countries of the OECD imported exported textiles worth US$ 2,141 million 

(or over seven times the total value of imports of textiles in 1964 in 

the sub-region) from each other in 1962. Table 9.1 illustrates the criss

cross of movements in the case of a few countries. 

217. In other words, the heterogeneity of end-products creates the 

necessity for a vast exchange of textiles in all but the largest textile 

markets such as the USA, the Soviet Union, India, China and Japan. 

218. In the second place, economies of scale are achieved fairly early 

in most textile industries (with the notable exceptions of the manufacture 

of rayon and filament and other man-made fibres). Thus, even current 

European practiceY regards 10,000 spindles as the "minimum balanced 

unit"; and the "optimum production unit""which makes.for the best lis-

tribution of employees is placed at 20,000 spindles. On the 

1/ See Mehata, S.D., The Indian Cotton Textile Industry, an Economic 
Analysis; Textile Association (India), 1953, p. 162. 

:?} See Modern Cotton Industry, a Capital Intensive Industry, OECD, 
1965, pp. 96-97· 
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Trade in Textiles (code S.I.T.C.65) among European Members 

of the OECD, 1962 

Germany (Federal Republic of) 

Netherlands 

France 

Italy 

Switzerland 

Ireland 

OECD (Europe) countries 

Imports from 
European :Member 
States of OECD 

(in million 

629 

282 

107 

83 

102 

44 

2,144 

Exports to 
European Member 
States of OECD 

US$) 

307 

225 

352 

292 

153 

26 

2,144 

Source: Textile Industry in OECD Countries, 1962-63, OECD, Table 29. 

weaving side, the same concepts similarly yield figures like 144 con

ventional automatic looms and 400 - 480 conventional automatic looms. 

The very high level of expatriate emoluments would tend to make these 

figures somewhat higher in theXest African context, but without 

affecting the basic proposition that economies of scale are attained 

fairly early in most textile industries. 

219. At first glance the second proposition might appear to be in 

contra.dic'tion to.the need for a large industry in the context of 

heterogene~ty in end-products. But the contradiction is unreal. The 

first proposition relates to the size of the national industrial 

complex, and the second to individual units comprising the complex. 

220. The two propositions, as made, might be supplemented further. 

Heterogeneity of end-products and smallness of individual scale of 

unit operation usually make for a fair-sized small industry sector in 
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a number of textile branchesg especially, spinning of fancy yarns, 

weaving of fancy goods, knitting and the manufacture of small wares. 

In some countries, such as India, the ·nsmall" sector tends ·to be 

larger than warranted by these market~cum-technical considerations 

on account of other economic faCtors, especially the significantly 

lower wage level prevalent in the 11 small 11 sector, compared to what 

the law and unions make the bigger units pay, and the larg13. .S':l:PP.lY. of 

cheap, second-hand looms disposed of by the bigger units. It is 

believed that the kind of considerations valid in the Indian context 

have limited significance in the West African sub-region in the time

perspective this study deals with, although the basic validity of the 

proposition is relevant and providec for. 

The Size of Country-markets and Extent of Reliance on Imports 

221. There is a direct inverse correlation be~1een the size of a 
~, ... __ ... ..- .. 

-country-market and the extent. to which it has to J;'~ly on imports of 

tE);_tiles. 'rhe .. larger the market, .. the smaller is the extent of· reliance· 

on imports, .and vice versa. T,ables 9.2 to 9.4 crystallize the point 

with reference to countries in Europe and outside, all members of the 

OECD. 

·TABLE 9.2 

Apparent Consumption of Yarn and Thread and Reliance on Imports, 1963 

Group 

A 

B 

c 

No. of 
markets 
covered 

5 
5 
4 

Average size of 
the·country mar
ket in each 
group 

24,192 

84,908 

1,359,887 

(in metric tons) 
Extent of reliance 
on imports in each 
group 
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Apparent Consumption of Cotton Fabrics and Reliance on Imports, 1963 
(in metric tons) 

Group 

A 

B 

c 

Group 

A 

B 

c 

No. of Average size of Extent of reliance 
markets the country-mar- on imports in each 
covered ket in each group 

grou 

4 7,307 56% 
8 65,792 291~ 

2 897' 570 3% 

TABLE 9.4 

A.J2parent ConsumJ2tion of 1 0ther Fabrics' and Reliance 

on Imports, 1963 

No. of 
markets 
covered 

8 

2 

2 

Average size of 
the country-mar
ket in each 

17,724 
43,364 

3,918,545 

(in metric tons) 
Extent of reliance 
on imports in each 
group 

Source~ Tables 9.2 to 9.4 relate to non-EEC members of the OECD. (The 
conclusions are valid for EEC countries, but the data excluded 
intra-EEC trade in their case). The basic data was re-worked 
from figures given in the OECD study cited earlier, Table IV, 
p. 71. . 

The Need for a Sub-regional Frame-vrork 

222. It was seen in Chapter II 1 Table 2.4, that the average size of the 

tota-l· market for textiles in ~Jest Africa is small - less than 12,000 
metric tons in 1964. It was further seen that only.in one country, 

Nigeria, the size of the market touched 65 2000 metric tons. Three 
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markets - Ivory Coast, Senegal and Ghana - were in the 14,000 to 22,000 

metric tons group. All other markets ranged between 100 and 9,000 metric 

tons, and ayt3.l'?:ged a mere 4,500 metric tons. If these figur.(3.f? :were to be 
adjusted for the import of second-hand clothing, for the breakdown 

between fibres, for the use of handspun yarn, and if allowance were macte 

for products which cannot be considered for import substitutions on 

account of adverse cost, skill or other economic considerations, .the 

average size of the average market in the sub-region would be seen in the 

neighbourhood of 7,500 metric tons or so in the case of cotton fabrics and 

around 1,500 metric tons in the case of rayon fabrics. To put it bluntly~ 

the average size of ~lest African markets would barely make for 50 per cent 

possibility of import substitution. And if Nigeria were excluded, reli

ance on imports would have to be around 60 to 70 per cent in perpetuity.l/ 

A generous estimate is provided below of the.possibilities of home produc

tion anQ extent of import reliance indicated in the bro~d perspective ~f 

Table '9. 2 to 9. 6 

TABLE 9.5 

Possible Development of Industries in the 

Context of Current Sizes of H est African Jl,1arkets 

------------=--:--~-~--..,..-..- ---· (in metric tons) 
Total Extent of Extent of Estimated 

A. Nigeria 

B. Ivory Coast, 
Ghana and 
Senegal 

c. Ten other coun-
tries in the 
sub-region 

D .• 'rotal 

Source; See text. 

market feasible home reliance 
in 1964 production on imports 

65,000 60 

58,000 45 

42,000 40 
165,000 say, 50 

0 

55 

·6o 

say, 50 

production 
potential 

39,000 

26,000 

17,000 
82,000 

!/ The argument is posed entirely in the context of viable costs of pro
duction. It also excludes the possibility, as a ~eneral proposition, of 
each country develo;_;ing a Hong Kong-like, export-based viability in 
terms of market size. 
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On the other hand, if the entire sub-region is visualized as a single 

market of 165,000 metric tons, the perspective would be set well above 

the average size of markets in Group ] in Tables 9.2 to 9.4, and an 

over-all' industrial potential of 80 per cent might well be an under

estimate. In terms of the time-perspective of 1975/1980, one could 

even visualize an industrial potential of the order of 85 to 90 per 

cent without doing injustice to the basic logic of textile markets 

and textile industries. 

223. At 80 per cent, the sub-region's current industrial potential would 

be around 132,000 metric tons, which is 67 per cent higher than the sum 

of country potentialities considered as individual markets, viz., 82,000 

metric tons. In the textile context, the sub-regional whole is 

definitely and impressively larger than the sum of its country-parts. 

This approach informs the lines of projected development presented in 

the following pages. 

..,.._.' 
' / 
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CH.APTE:rl X 

DENIANil PROJECTIONS g 1980 

224. The demand projections for 1980 are presented in Table 10.1. The 

main considerations underlying the data are stated below: 

(i) As was indicated in Chapter II, the ~uantitative response to 

income increases has been considerably slower in recent 

years, even in countries like Nigeria which are at the lower 

end of the ladder of per caput consumption levels. There is 

no ground, economic, statistical or other, to presume that 

the pressures of other demands on the consumer's dollar

such as the demand for education, for durables and so on -

will relent in the course of 1964-80 so as to permit, one, a 

vast increase in expenditure on clothing and, two, enable the 

increase in expenditure to fully translate itself into the 

quantitative demand for cloth. 

(li) The demand projections are placed in the context of per caput 

levels of consumer expenditure as provided in the Industry 

Division of ECA. These are a better aggregate to correlate 

with in the case of a mass-level consumer item like cloth 

than levels of GDP per caput, which are bound to be subject 

also to the increased demands of ca~ital formation in general 

and domestic saving in particular. 

(iii)Population estimates are provided in terms of "medium" pro

jections by the D.emographic Section of ECA, or are extra

polated from these. 

(iv) A higher estimate for 1980 of demand is also provided later, 

but this is not worked upon. 

(v) The method adopted for arriving at the 1980 estimate of per 

caput level of consumption is a,s follows. The countries of 

the sub-region are divided into four groups according to 
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their level of per caput total consumer expenditure (hereafter 

called TCE) and also according to levels of per caput con

sumption of cloth as assessed for 1964 in Chapter II, Table 2.4. 

From this analysis, the following grouping is arrived at. 

(a) Countries with lo\v levels oi' per caput TCE and low 

levels of per caput cloth consumption - Nigeria, Guinea, 

Upper Volta, Niger and Dahomey; 

(h) Countries with low levels of per caput TCE but chara

cterized by r.elatively higher levels of per caput. cloth 

consumption - Sierra Leone, Mali and Togo. Gambia also 

fal in this group, but in view of the unreliability 

of its per caput consumption level (see Chapter II) the 

total Gambian market for 1980 is kept at the same level 

as 1964; 

(o) Countries with medium or high levels of per caput TCE 

but with a lot.; level, relatively speaking, of per caput 

cloth consumption - Nauritania, Liberia and Ghana; and 

(d) Countries with high levels of :per caput TCE and high 

levels of per caput consumption of cloth. 

225. It is believed that countries in groups (a) and (c) above •-till 

show a higher response to a unit increase in TCE than the countries in 

groups (b) and (d). This rate of response i~ placed at 0.50 for 

groups (a.) and ( o) and at 0. 35 per every increase of 1.00 in TCE 

per capuii. 

226. No uniqueness is claimed for the ratios used, but three considera

tions are relevant. The t1.rgument in Chapter II clearly excludes any 

ratios approaching unity, in the first place. Secondly, inasmuch as 

an improvement in the qualitative aspects of the cloth consumed is a 

characteristic of the textile situation in the sub-re.;·ion, the 

elasticity of monetary expenditure for clothing is higher than indica

ted by the ratios used. Thirdly? in any case, an approach in terms of 
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perspective planning has to be subject to further scrutiny when working 

out the short-term, say five- or seven-year plan on a firm basis. 

TABLE 10.1 

Demand for Textiles: 1964 and Perspective for 1980 

Country 

Nigeria 

Ivo~;}I;Coa.s;!;i.;-,. 

S er,u:~ga.~ :t 

Ghana 

Guinea 

Mali 

Togo 

Upper Volta 

Niger 

Dahomey 

Gamb:l.a. 

Sierra Leone 

Mauritania 

Liberia 

Sub-region 

TCE per caput 

1964 1980 
US$ US$ 

79 

Ratio of 
increase 
in rela
tion to 
increase 
in 'l'CE 

Cloth Consumption 
per caput,sq.yds. 

1964 1980 

.. 50 9-74 11.28 6Q 
166 

:'J-11. 

~2;)5 . J' ;: .35 ·,51.60 .• 29.•_:1.;1:. 
35hl3 

28.56 

14.76 

18.59 

22.06 

12.66 

16.05 

152 

64 

62 

76 

44 

73 

62 

69 

63 

103 

102 

76 

,,23~'< ,.35 . . z 35-10 

189 

85 

76 

106 

77 

92 

78 

85 

109 

235 

235 

103 

.so 25.46 

.so 12.68 

.35 17.23 

.35 19.38 

.so 9.21 

._50 14.20 

.so 8.66 

.35 35.48 

.35 24.06 

.so 15.00 

.so 29.81 

9.78 

38.36 

30.21 

21.73 

43.42 

16.82 

Source: Table 2.4. See Text. 

Popula
tion 
(mil.) 
1980 

Total 
market 
mil. sq. 
yds. 
1980 

. 91.00. v' --.1,026 

''5·38 :J•.:;3l8 

;,-:'4• 63.: '.,-_}81 

12.13 346 

5.08 75 

6.48 120 

2.37 52 

6.41 81 

4.67 75 

3. 35 33 

0.49 11 

3. 66 111 

0.89 2 

1.24 54 

2,485 

227. In over-all terms, the implication of the above exercise is that for 

every increase of 1 per cent in TCE, th\-: quantitative consumption of 

cloth per caput moves up by about 0.37 per cent. Higher assumptions of 

per caput consumption would change the total size of the market as 

follows~ 



Rate ad.opte& 

Other assumptions~ 

(l) 
(2) 

(3) 

Assumed rate of cloth 
consumption per caput 

16.82 sq.yds. 

18.00 

19.00. 
20.00 
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Total s~ze of 
market in 1980 

2,485 m. sq.yds. 

2,606 m. sq.yds. 

2,808 m. sq.yds. 

2,956 m. SCl.yds. 

228 •. Inasmuch as the 1964 market is for 1,41e 
tion of a basis for 1980 around 2,500 million 

be unrealistic. 

million sq.yds., the adop-

sq.yds. does not appear to 

The .Market in 1;780 

229. The analysis hereafter takes· ·place in terms of' 1'yarri ·equivalentlf in 

order to ensure comparability of yarn and cloth data. 

230. The 1980 market is visualized as a somewhat lighter fabric than t~e 

1964 market, and cloth is converted at 8,750 sq.yds. to a metric ton, 

instead of the approximate figure of 8,618 sq.yds. to a metric ton for 

1964. The 1980 market is thus placed at 284,500 metric tons in terms 

of fabric and at 289,600 m. tons in terms of yarn equivalent. 

231. The 1980 market is expected to undergo a further shift in favour of 

rayon and synthetic fabrics and a corresponding, small reduction in the 

proportional importance of cotton. Nonetheless, the market as a whole is 

envisaged IJrimarily as a market for cotton goods. Table 10.2 provides 

details of the assumed breakdown, ~~d the resultant quantities. 
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TABLE 10.2 

Assumed Breakdown ofthe 1980 Market in Terms of Fibres 

Breakdown in 1964 Breakdown in 1980 
as assessed in the as assumed 
text 

1f ~ 
Cotton 78.39 74.00 
Wool 3.06 3.00 

Rayon 14.84 16.50 

Other man-made fibres 3.71 5-50 

100.00 100.00 

Quantity in 
1980 

(m. tons L 

214,000 

9,000 

87,000 

16,000 

290,000· 

232. With these broad facts in hand, Chapter XI sets out a feasible in

dustrial development programme in a sub-regional framework. 
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A PROGI\Ariil\ffi OF DEVELOP.MENT IN THE CONTEXT OF THE 1980 J\liARKET 

233, The first task in working out a programme is to establish the 

nature and extent of reliance on imports. Table 11.1 does this in terms 

of the distribution of demand according to fibres. As will be clear 

later, this does not imply that industries are confined to any one fibre. 

TABLE 11.1 

Extent of Reliance of Im:)orts and Scale of Production 

in the Sub-region, 1980 

Size of Reliance on imports 
Fibre the 

market of cloth of yarn 

Cotton 214,000 10,000 10,000 

~-Tool 9,000 8,ooo 1,ooo 

Rayon 87,000 28,000 30,000 

Other man-made 
fibres 16,000 12,000 4,000 

Total 290,000 58,000 45,000 

~ Details are worked out in the text. 

(in m. tons) 
Extent of production 

in sub-region ~ 
cloth yarn 

232,000 187,000 

234. In other words, import substitution of the final product, cloth, is 

visualized to the tune of 80 per cent as argued in Chapter VIII. But it 

is clear that the process cannot be carried out to the same extent in 

terms of yarn output as well in view of limitations imposed by considera

tions of cost, skill, scale of market and heterogeneity in the demand 

for end-products. 

235. The total output of fabrics in the sub-region is visualized as 

arising from the following producers: 
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(a) Han..=.·· \io c::.ving 

(b) Towel--making 

(c) Knitters (knit fabric 

(d) Decentralized weaving 

(e) Composite mills 

24,000 m. tons 

12;000 mo tons 

or knit wear) 15,000 m. tons 

15,000 m. tons 

166,000 m. tons 

236. In addition, it is asswned that an exclusively printing and finishing 

industry will eY.ist with an annual out~ut of 25,000 m. tons. It is 

further assumed that this industry will draw its output of greys from 

composite mills in the sub-region, from decentralized weavers and from 

imports. 

237. All estimates above are in.tho natureof·informed guesses based on 

the current realities of the situation in the.sl,lb-region,. and. are. rooted 

in the kind of bas:i.c considere.tions referred to in Chapter IX dealing 

with the sub-:-regional frame-vrork. 

238. It is difficul-l:i to visualize, with any sense of precision, the com

position of yarn sup-:o;lies in individual sectors. Nonetheless 7 the fol

lowing distribution is offered on the basis of observed characteristics 

of various producing groups, o..nd is further based on -~he. assumption ·~hat 

the capacity to manufc:wture required quanti ties of r~yon stn.ple and. 

filament yarn will come into existence. 

·TABLE J.l "2 

Sector Sources of yarn 
Imports Production in the sub-regi~_n 

Han;r- Total -Cotton Spun Rayon Filament RayoY~ 

-~--
SJ2innin~ 

Hand--;;;eaving 9,000 3,000 1,000 2,000 9,000 24,000 

Knitters 5,000 5,000 3,000 2,000 nil 15,000 

Towel-makers 3,000 8,000 1,000 n.il 12,000 

Weaving 9,000 3,000 1,000 2,000 nil 15,000 

Composite mills 19,000 1 ,ooo 13,000 4,000 nil 166,000 

All Sectors 
__ ....... ,_,_ ____ 

42~ o_oo 149 ,ooo __ l2zOOO 10 2000 ~ 2 000 232 !000 

Sourceg See text. 
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239. It is obvious that different relationships can be envisaged but 

i;he essence of the argument will remain, viz. many sectors in the textile 

industries will need manufactured inputs - viz. yarn - and that the 

volume of spinning capacity will have to match this demand as much as 

the internal needs of a composite industry. It is also obvious that 

many activities vdll exist as separate entities as much as adjuncts to 

other textile activities. 

240. It might also be useful to convert the above picture, which relates 

only to the market for personal textiles (other than blankets), by making 

two further adjustments: 

(a) 12,000 metric tons of blanket-making capacity, and 

(b) an ad hoc provision of 10,000 metric tons for non-personal uses 

of yarn. 

241 .• The effect of the above would be to raise cotton spinning requirements 

to l595o60.metric tons, and to add a further sector with a demand for 

tubular waste ;r.arJ!s 8:f:!d which yill also. cause .a further addi ~ion of say 

1,000 metric tons to the cotton and spun rayon requirements for weft yarn. 

In the present exercise it is proposed to commit this addition in its 

entirety to cotton spinning requirements, and as a result total require

ments under this heading will rise to 160,000 metric tons. 

242 •. Before detailing the inve:etment requirements for a development pro

gramme of this dimension, it might be useful to recount the major capacity 

requirements for the 198G market as these have emerged. 

243. Existing capacities and capacities firmly projected, in the middle 

of l'j66, for the sub-region as a whole, are as follows: 

(a) Output of cotton cloth/yarn (in mostly 
composite mills) over 

say 

(b) Exclusive printing capacities 

(c) ·· Hand-weav:i:ng--{curren t ··output) 

(d) Towel makers 
'. 

58,200 
60,000 

5,000 

16,000 

600 

m, tons 
m, tons 

m. tons 

m. tons 

m. tons 
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(e) Blankets 

(f) Knitters (based on output and a margin 
added to account for non-coverage) 

(g) Miscellaneous small-scale capacity 
(ad hoc basis) 

244. The above categories~ with the exclusion of printing 

organized in exclusive units- item (b) above - works out 

1,500 m. tons 

1,500 m. tons 

100 m. tons 

capacity 

to 79,700 

metric tons, or say 80,000 metric tons; as compared to the current 

(1964) size of the total market around 146,000 metric tons. This com

parison is somewhat misleading because the total output in the sub

region was only 41,000 metric tons in 1964 and probably will rise to 

52,000 metric tons in 1966. 

TABLE 11.3 

Industrial Capacity Requirements for 1980 

A. Hand-weaving 

B. Knitters 

C. Towel makers 

D. Weaving en decentralized basis 

E. Composite mills 

F. Additional spinning capacity 
needed to meet requirements of 
weft yarn for blanket makers 
and other non-personal needs 

G. Exclusive printing plants 

H. Blanket-making capacity 

I. Capacity for the manufacture~ 
· of rayon staple and filament . . 

yarn: 
29,000 metric tons 

Source: See text. 

Yarn Spinning 
Capacity 

9,000 

nil 

168,000 

11,000 

(in metria tons) 

Output of cloth 
Capacity 

24,000 

15,000 

12,000 

15,000 

166,000 

25,000 

12,000 

!( This capacity in the sub-region could be larger, depending upon the 
findings of a separate study on chemical and pharmaceutical industries. 

.. 

• 

, 
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INVESTMENT AND OTHER IMPLICATIONS OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

Coefficients used 

245• The estimates of fixed capital expenditure worked out in Table 

12•1 are based on the following coefficients derived from West Atrioan 

experience, to .the extent p()ssible. 

A. Composite mills, which do not have an unduly 

high proportio~ of printing equipment: US.S 380,000 per 

one million sq.yards or 118 m.tons. 

B. Exclusively printing and finishing plants US $ 400,000 per 

one million sq.yds. or 118 m.tons. 

c. Knitting and hosiery factoriesr US$ 150,000 per 100m. tons 

D. Blarikei-making US $ 100,000 per 100 m.tons 

E. Towels (no spinning) US $ 150,000 per 100 m.tons 

F. Hand weaving (ad hoc) us $ 200 per m.ton 

G. Spinning of cotton/staple yarns US $ 1,950 per m.ton 

H~: .. ·· 1-feav.i..ng on a decentral-ized basis 

(ad.hoo figure) (no finishing) US$ 100,000 per one million 

sq.yards or 118 m.tons. 

246. The coefficients are fari averages, and reflect neither the best 

ac.h:i:eve'Uients nor the worst failures in the sub-region. 

24T• In Table 12.1 these coefficients are juxtaposed against additional 

eapacity needed under each category. In a subsequent step, ~ composite 

average is derived for the modern sector for an indicative statement 

of the implications in a country-wise context. 
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TABLE 12.1 

Additional Cap~cities Required and Investment Required in Fixed Capital 

Sector 

1. 

1. Handweaving 

2. Knitters 

3. Towel makers 

4. Blankets 

5· Exclusive printing plants 

6. Weaving on a decentralized 
be~:sis say 

7. Composite mills 

8. Additional spinni~~ 
~,paci ty 

9. Manufacture of rayon 
staple and filament 

yarn E./ 
• 

Total, excluding exclusive 
printing plants (5)&(9) 

Tota.l, inclusive of (5) 
but excluding (9) 

Sour·co ~ See toxt. 

Existing/ 
projected 
capacity, 
mid.-1966 

2. 

16,000 

1,500 

600 

1,500 

5,000 

100 

60,000 

79 '700 

84,700 

(Units metric tons; million dollars) 

Capacity 
required 

1980 

24,000 

15,000 

12,000 

12,000 

25,000 

15,000 

166,000 

13,000 

29,000 

257,000 

282,000 

Balance 
(3) -

(2) 

8,ooo 
13,500 

11,400 

10,500 

20,000 

14,500 

100,000 

13,000 

Investment 
required 
for 
balance (4) 

2 

20 

17 

11 

68 

12 

323 

25 

• 

29,000 Not calcu
lated 

170,900 410 

190,900 478, 

~ Includes the excoss of 2,000 m.tons of spinning rGquirem&nts over 
those for fabrics. 

Q/ ~1eso are tr&atcd as indicated e~rliur, in a study of chemical 
rund pharmacoutical industries. 

• 

• 

. . 
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248. In global tl:!rms, Table 12·.1 has several major implications. 

(a) In the modern sector, the total capacity to be created by 

1980 is of the order of 258,000 m.tons, exclusive of the capacity to 
. 

manufacture rayon staple and filament yarn; and the additional capacity 

required is of the or.der of 182,900 m. tons. 

(b) The volume of investment required for the additional capacity 

i.n the modern sector is of the order. of USS -476 million. Thus, in ;1.980 

(exclusive of capa~ities then in the. course of erection for demand pat

terns valid only after 1980) total investment in the modern-sector 

will be of the following approximate,order: 

(i) 

(ii) 

fixed Investment in Existingo Capacities· •.· 
\including an ad hoc . . ... 
margin for the oenegalese industr~: · 

Fixed Investment in firm projects 

(iii) .· Fixed Investment requirements leading · 

to the 1980 pattern. of production as 

visualized 

(iv) Total fixed investment in the modern 
sector upto 1980 (i + ii + iii) 

us~ 121.00 million 

84.00 million 

US$ 476.00 million 

us~ 681.00 million .. - . ' . 

(c) It is also obvious that a much larger portion of the require~ 

menta of fixed capitai than is true of existing capacities and firm 

projects will·be directed to smaller plants in various branches, and 

that these cannot be expected to rely on the kind. of financing patterns 

obtaining in the textile industries presently. The role of the StKte; 

large as it is, will have to expand to cover in part, the financing 

implications of this deveiopment. 

(d) It is further clear that either the volume of financing 

undertaken by the $tate will have to e::q:>and manifold or be distributed 

in a more active policy of 'seed moneyr on a revolving basis. 

(e) It is also seen that the two main factors among others, 

in high costs of production are the level of expatriate emoluments 

on the one hand and the burden of financial changes that comparatively 
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higher capital costs create, on the other. The inter-relationship 

between the two factors is of course less than total, but it empha~izes 

the need for a major move in the matter of training and education of 

technicians within the sub-region. Considering the basic fact that 

it takes at least ten years after formal education to· turn out a 

senior spinning or weaving masttSr and bleaching, dyeing and printing 

men of similar status, it is important that the financial support of 

the State be extended, on a periority basis and with a sense of immediacy, 

to the tasks of settingup these institutions required. In view of 

the capital intensive choices being inevitably made in the textile 

industries of the sub-region it is imperative that the standards of 

formal training approach Japanese,!/ European and American levels~ 
Trai?Ling of technicians frotn among the na t;i.(mals of the su~region 

is a matter of vital financial significance- the laok of it makes for 

higher current costs, higher capital oosts, and ohanoos the burden on 

foreign exchange resourees both by way of remittances from emoluments 

as well as the more generalized.effect arising from the larger share 

of imports in expatriate patterns of consumption. 

(f) It has not been consistently possible to exelude every traoe 
' . ' 

of -working ~apital from the estimates of existing·capacities, although 

it is believed that the figure of US $681 million is a valid approxima

tion of fixed capij;al expenditure. This, in turn, is expected .to lead 

to gross output, ex~factory of the order of US $750 million, or an over

all ?Utput: capital ratio around 1.10. This is. considerably higher 

than current Nigerian experience and implies around 6,500 hours of 

work for the machinery per year, and improvement in machine efficiencies. 

A very approximate distribution of the gross output in 1980 is attempted 

below: 

1/ A small technical training centre in Ghana is being sponsored by 
Japan. 
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Component of gross output ( 1) 30) 

% Amount (mil.$) 

Raw materials (cotton, rayon staple, 
rayon filament., other yarns and 
greys) 40 300 

Employee remuneration 20 150 

Stores and spares 4 30 

Other industrial costs 16 120 

Depreciation and financial charges 12 90 

Profits prior to taxation 8 60 

(g) The above distribution takes into account the higher propor

tion of industries based on imports of manufactured inputs, such as 

yarn and cloth; and the fact that the financial product-mix in 1980 

will consist of lighter materials, higher counts of yarn and of some

what more expensive fabrics. It also takes into account the fact that 

the setting up of a major clothing industry will call for greater 

technical competence (clothing industries require greater lengths with

out blemish in contrast to the private buyer of baft whose maximum 

requirement per piece is only around 12 yards) and higher quantities 

of supervision. 

(h) It is also further assumed the ratio of employees to a given 

level of output will average only about 2/3 yards of the levels current 

tod~y. In other words 7 the entire investment of US $681 million is 

expected to create direct employment between 190,000 to 225,000, inclu

sive of existing levels of employment and allowing for higher ratios 

in several less capital intensive parts of the modern sector. 

(i) The major groups of technical personnel required in the 

modern sector in 1980 are broadly estimated as follows: 

1. No. of senior weaving technicians and 
technical managers 

2. No. of other weaving technicians 

250 

1,900 
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. 3. No~ of s~:pior. spi~ning technicians 
and technical managers 

4. No. of other spinning technicians 

5. No. of bleachers, dyers and printers 

Total 

senior. 

other 

275 

2,200 

200 

900 

5, 725 

(j) In addition, there will be need for 200/500 senior persons 

of the general manager level. 

(k) Other professional personnel - accountants, lawyers, cotton 

purchasers, stores managers and so on- of both senior and other levels 

will number 2,000. 
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A POSSIBLE DISTRIBUTION OF CAPACITIES: 1980 
t ·. 

~49• The central problems in suggesting a pattern of distribution of 

textile capacities on a country-wise basis in a sub-regional framework 

are a.s follows: 

(i) Difficulties in quantitative assessment of the gains 

in additional output/capacity, country by country. This 

is a task of immense complexity in a year-to-year sense, 

compared to a static target in 1980. 

(ii) How far are high-cost producers to be protected? How 

is the extent of difference in cost to be measured in · 

an industry characterized by a range of man-machine 

ratios~ wage levels, product patterns, etc., in a manner 

which is consistent as between one country and another? 

(iii) Granting that capacities are organized in a sub-regional 

framework, how are over-all imports from outside of the 

sub-region to be limited in the context of each country? 

What shape should be given to the mechanism for ensuring 

that exports and imports from each country are in the 

kind of balance that ensures adequate utilization of 

capacity in each country? Does the latter imply that 

each unit in each country is to be assured of adequate 

markets irrespective of efficiency, viability of costs 

and attunement to demand patterns? 

(iv) The general problem of prices is in one sense a reflec

tion of costs of production or costs of importing. In 

another sense, it is a question of transport over vary

ing distances under non-uniform cost (of transport) 

conditions and of varying systems of distribution. 

(v) And finally, how is a system of distributing capacities/ 

output/markets to be prevented from being a mere pro

tective device for manufactures at the cost, in price, 

quality, availability and choiceJ to the consumer? 
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250. These and other questions are not only complex, but the answers 

will obviously differ with the emphasis attached to various aspects. 

The solution suggested in the next section might or might not there

fore be regarded as adequate. Anyway, it is based on three -main 

considerations. 

251. In the first place, it is clearly predicated on the thesis pre

sented in Chapter II on the imperative need for a sub-regional frame

work. 

252. In the second place, it is believed that given the capital intensive 

choices being made in the textile industries of the sub-region, the 

level of wages, the availability of raw materials (cotton, r'a,-yon staple, 

etc.), current and potential, at competitive prices, no justification 

exists for non..,..viability of costs on any fair basis of international 

comparison over an extended period. In other words, minimal arrange

ments in the matter of importing final textile products - whether 

these take the shape of predetermined ceilings for over-all ~nmorts . . .. ..... r , 
from outside of the sub-region on a country-by-country basis or a 

small measure (say 5 to 10 per cent) preference in the matter of cus

toms duties when materials are imported from within the sub-region

are deemed sufficient. 

253. Thirdly, it is felt that the cost to the consumer- in price, 

quality, availability and choice - should be minimal. Indeed, if the 

basic argument in this study is valid, the cost to the consumer will 

only arise from the gestation period of the industry when production 

within the sub-region is small in relation to the total market (or 

more precisely the several textile markets). Once production within 

the country is adequate, the level of customs duties will not be a .. 
•,,: . 

source of profit to the efficient producer in the country by raising 

the price at which competing imports can enter the market at all, but 

merely become the ring within which the competitive battles must take 

place. 
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254. In the light of these considerations it is proposed that the 5~ins 

of the sub-regional approach in terms of capacity be distributed among 

countries in such manner 

(i) that a measure of industrialization in the textile field be 

made available to each country; 

(ii) that this development be adequate in the smallest markets 

for more modern concepts of scale of operation, although there 

is not attempt to fetter the discretion of the country in 

the composition of units; 

(iii) that over-all capacity, whether in the shape of existing 

capacities or firm projects, is not allowed at any given time 

to exceed by 10 peT cent the level of demand in a particular 

class of demand9 

(iv) that subject to the former, there should be no limitation 

on the speed at which the smaller markets- say,up to 9,000 

m. tons in 1980 - r·each their targeted capacity; and 

(v) that the targeted capacity be, as far as possible, at least 

equal to the size of the total market (other than handspn'l 

~ handwoven fabrics) in the case of the smaller markets. 

255. Table 13.1 tries to put these concepts into therigo~:::s nf an 

exercise in country-distribution of capacity. 

256. The estimate of investment on a country-wise basis is derived, 

on a purely indicative basis, by dividing the total investment of USci.476 

in Table 12.1, and as amended for exclusion of handlooms. No attempt 

is made in the above table to choose any particular compo tion of 

sub-categories. 
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TABLE 13.1 

Proposed Distribution of Textile Capacities in the 

Modern Sector, 1980 (units: metric tons9 million dollars) 

Country 

Nigeria 

Ivory Coast 

Senegal 

Ghana 

Guinea 

Mali 

Togo 

Upper Volta 

Niger 

Dahomey 

Gambia 

Sierra Leone 

Mauritanial/ 

Liberia 

Sub-region 

Size o~ 1 
market~ 

1964 1980 

65,014 119,569 

22,145 37,059 

13,686 21,094 

21,790 

4, 796 

9,336 

3,439 

5,314 

5,022 

2,211 

1,174 

40,322 

8, 740 

13,985 

6,060 

9,440 

8, 740 

3,846 

164,.564 289,600 

Existing cap
acity and 
projects (mid-

1966) 

32,000 + 

5,000 + 

3,000 + 

7,700 + 

3,400 

2,000 

1,000 

1,100 

2,000 

1,000 

nil 

•• 
nil 

nil 

63,00 

3,ooOY 

1,oooY 

30oY 

750~ 

Proposed Dis
tribution of 
total capacity 

1980 

105,000 

32,500 

18,500 

34,000 

8,500 

12,000 

6,ooo 

9,000 

8,ooo 

4,000 

2,000 

11,500 

500 

6 00 

258,000 

Additional Approxi-
capacity to mate 
be created by invest-

1980 rr..ent 

63 ,ooo 164 

25 ,ooo 65 

114,000 36 

22,000 57 

. 5,500 14 

10 ,ooo 26 

5,000 13 

7,900 21 

6 ,ooo 16 

3 ,ooo 8 

2,ooo 5 

11,500 30 

6oo 1 

6 0 1 

182,900 473e 

~Relates only to the market for 1personal 1 textiles other than blankets. If'blankets 
and 'non-personal' items were added, the 1980 market in the sub-region would increase 
to 301,600 m.tons. 

~ A higher base figure of 15 sq.yds. for 1964 is adopted, and the market raised accord
ingly for 1964; the total has not been adapted, however. 

~ The figures in addition to the main item represent printing capacity in exclusively 
printing plants.. If allowance were made for excess printing capacity used by com
posite mills in a manner identical to sole printing plants, the figure could rise by 
another 3,000 m.tons or so. Senegalese figures are difficult to assess because a 
separately organized printing plant is devoted to the treatment of greys from a 
composite mill in physical proximity. 

£/Exclusive of towel-making, blanket-making, knitting etc. 

~ The figure of USJ473 million is understated by US$ 3 million on account of rounding 
of individual items~ 

• 
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257" In concluding this study, it only remains to be pointed out unec1ui voc;:).J.. 

ly that the target of 80 per cent import substitution is regarded aE 

capable of current realization in a sub-regional context. ~nat goal 

is not set in relation to an exercise for 1980 or for a market of the 

size indicated by the exercise for 1980. 
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GRAPH. 4 Relationship between Values Added per person engaged in the 
Construction and the Manufacturing Industries. 

GRAPHIQUE 4 Valeur ajoutee par personne occupee dans le secteur de Ia 
construction et dans celui des industries manufacturieres. 

Correlation Coefficient L = 0.9418 
Co effie ient de Correlation J 

Regression l_ 
Formule J LogY=-0.6832+ 1.1335 Log X 
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